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SECTION 2: Current Developments 
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Africa .I 
\ 1 \\ 
‘\ 17 : .a -I 

a, 

Bbtswanj ,, Lesotho, and Swazilane Kenya; 
\ 

Nigeria? d 0 . ,_ ) u ?\ L c \ 7 . 
. /’ 

/i 
/ 

Regional Centre, Penang; Burma; India; . :‘.’ :r 
Indonesia; Khmer; Korea; Laos; Malaysia; ,/I 
Nepal ; SPakistan; Papua New Guinea; ++/ ,/I’ 
Philippines ; Singapore; Sri Lanka;‘ iv 

Thailand; Vietnam \ 
: 

1 * .I ‘i. 
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Latin America 2. 
.- _- 

Brazil ; Costa Riia ’ . * 1. .L _ D 

Other Countries _ I ’ 

fsrael ; Turkey’ ’ 
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In this book we have tried to provide a reeew,ofthe kinds of'science 
'teaching equipment that are likely to be ofinterestto organizations and->. . 
school systems that are planning to.inake, or to select, apparatus for 
situations $n which&,items from the main science equipment supgly houses are 

,. 
, * 

unsuitable orunobtainable. : L ‘i 
c. * - 

.J 
*It is a great waste if people withsimilar problems and with!usable 

solutions do n.ot communicate with oneanother. 

~. -- 
schools struggling to teach .scJ~eirce tith"inad,equate apparaJu6 re enor us 2 

Theneeds of remand '. 

not.onlyin the volume of but also in the suitability of 
design. A shariflg of of ho-w others arelcoping :$-ith - F ' 

pi - similar problems can bring about considerable economies of time, effort 
.and money. .,, 
I 
Thro,ugh'out~the$o$d &ere are 

working on the designDof elementary science 
" and lower secondary'schooling. Some are fully Fomme+al%producers, - 

others are,state enterprises.; . Jpma are,&r%iiulum centres, ot$ers are 
*teachers' colleges.. 3?he.Zn~en$ion of this.bookis to help spread some of their : 

.- ideas for consideration-b$..otl$@r o'rg-3nizations which m'ay be able to use 
them to a'ssist in the sol~~tib~~o~ome~f~-th~~wn--~pro~~erns. It is not, of--_ 

P course, an exhaust:%e collection; there are undoubtedly other projects and 
- Z ideas that are not mehtioned-here. Good&leas often conle from unexpected _* 

sources - for example~‘Promtoyman.&&&ers, hippy communes orhard$are 
stores. 'In fact, the fceld of ideas is,so &de\that this rev;iew provides little * 

. more th.an.a taste of what is go,ing on, 'together with s_ome photographs, . J 

- . ‘comments,Band an indication of some sour$es of further information. ._ , s 

In o<der to provide continuing assistance to developing coun*trie's, t& 
. -- 

f Common-wealth Secretariat WilL be-very pleased to receive further*details .- . 

6 
. and up-to-date information 'about+& cost, locally produced‘school science . 
equipment and the organizations producjng it. "' * . . J 

. 
4 . <. 

A 1 . I , 
(I L-- 8 ~- -~ .'-X~ith Warren *I'. , - 1 ~- - 

L - ' .* . :Tj'orman X..Lotie D : ' ' 
-* L 

.I < I , # . , 3 I : 
Note: Anyone'wishingto purchase any of4the books liste&jn this publication 

cc 

is-advised to order them dif'ect'from the publisher onIy,if they cannot be' .:. 
obtained by a bookseller. * . . 
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NFERENCE-S ON THE PRODUCTION OF 

There have been several conferences on the production of teaching”equipment . 
- sometimes specifically on science but sometimes mor.e general -‘and the 
subject is frequently discussed a% other conferences; As can ‘be seen .from j> 
the reports, tiere’is a great similarity about most of them. 
one gets is that-they are often seen by the organizers.‘as le&u t 
by ‘foreign specialists who indicate that they have identified the lowi pro- 
blems and know how-to cmplement the s@utions. While this is’valuable on I-. .a 
technical matters ofBa certain sort, surely the jo’b of a foreign specialist is to 
act more in a consul.tant capacity - that is, to lead his ‘cl%ents’ to 
to define-the problems for themselves. - In the case of providi 
teaching apparat$s for schools, the probl ms are not a 

% to solve as they have generally seemed to e - as the 

Similarly, the resolutions passed by many cnfere 
There, are rarely any operational proposals ,- no timings, allocations, 
responsibilities ,=-flows ; nor is there any attempt .at scheduling. Though the 
lectur,ers’ may have referred to gobjeciive&’ in educational discussions 
during the conference, the fina-esolutr 

1 __ _ -_-- 
.en=sr&eal that ,they know lit&le of .the 

c way a systemof objectives,+s%ritten for The schedulfng of activities in real 
life-. T’hey have borrotied‘a jargon but not undex&ood . I 

’ be achieved. 
,* 1 . 

ist some of the conferences, seminars, workshops ’ 
place and whip& were directly or indirectly. F 

of school science apparatus. 
n’ -> A‘ ; ,- 

’ At RECSAM , ‘Penangyere was ‘Pr0duc;fior-i of Low-co&3$a+ing , i 

Materials for Primary Level Science and Mathema 
This was jointly. sponsored by the South-East Asia 

in October 1973. 

Organization (SEAMEO) and the’German 
Ministers of Education e* ‘, 

International - _-~. * It 

. ’ 
P Development (D SE). 

. . ” ’ I* / 

There was a Regional Conference on ‘Problems of the Promotion ant 

, . . 
5 ,, _ ~’ 
’ y” - Production of Teaching Materials in South-East As&l: also sponsored: by 

SEAMEO and DSE, in October 1972 in Singapore. “This was o.rg.&nized.by _ a- 
the SEAMEO Regional Centre for Education?1 Innovation and Technology 
(INNOTECH). 1 . . ., . .r 

., ‘i W . . ’ .” E” c’- w B _.I 1 4 r ; 
f 

-=Y . 1,.+ -; 
\O 

* 
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Food for thought ~ 
-.._. 

‘\ 
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Aspects of apparatus needs are covered in the book ‘Science Educaticin in 
Africa’ (I), which is a report *of the sixth Levershulme Inter-University * 
ConferZhce in Afr&a held at fhe University of Malawi in March 196& There 
is a section on. ‘Science Teaching Equipment, Materials and Facilities’ in 
‘Planning for Integrated Science Education in qfrica’ (2), which is the 
report of a Workshop-for Scignce Ed&atioti Ppogramme Planners in English- 
.speaking African countrjes held at Ibadan, Nigeria ‘in September 1971. 
There was ZI Regional Seminar on School.Science Equipment in New Delhi in 
Decepber 1972. T-he final report is published by UNESCO Regional-,Offic*e. 

~, 

for Ed&cation in Asia, Bangkok,* 1973. . a ” ~ . 
‘< 

There was a co s$ at RECSAM, in fune 1973 on ‘The Develdpment of 

r;, 

3’ 
Primary Science A paratus’.. It was the second of its kind and it aimed at’ 
training some key e caters in the theory and practice of apparatus pro- ” 
duc’tion in .tb@F-r:countries and at developing sqme pi-ototypes:: Tli%re is ,a‘. : ,d 
‘report (August x973) and a>description of the prototypes, ywith photograph.s, ‘\ - 
in ‘a 50-page booklet (‘C.ollection o-f Ass‘ignm5ents by Participcts‘of RME-1 ’ 
(1973) Coui-se’). It would serve as a model for similar courses which other 
productioti tinits might like to consider. 

.* 

r 

(1) ‘Science Educa%oti’in Africa (Gilbert and Lovegrove)- 
e published by Heitiemann Educational Books Limited, 

c 
- . 

- 48 Charles Street; London WlX 8AH,England. ’ 

\ P 
pGblisti’&I$ UNESCO, 7 place,,de Fofit&oyf &‘POO Paris, 

j b 

* ~ 
(2) I Pfan&k for Integrated Scie$ce in Afyiaa . ‘- 

F’Gance. : *’ . . * ‘_ 

f+ i/ 
- ” - r 

’ EUROPEAN PRODUCTION FOR SCHqOLS IN AFRICA, A’SIA AND LATIN 
AM ERICA a 

A number of European firms are aiming at markets for school scienc.e 
appara-s in Africa, Latin America and Asia. Most+ of course, hope to’ _ - 

a seJ+their h%‘me style of hoduct but a few aye attempting to desigti realisti- 
cally for the situation, seeing their long-term advantage in doing so. 
Their very reasonable hope is that if “they come to know the real.needs of. 

. the market by struggling with it at first&hand di;ring the development stages - 

. of such educational ,‘schemes as are now beginning to get tinder way, pd if * c 

the market gets to know tliem in these early stases, thex w”lll be of greater 
commer$al advantage and value to their customers than ‘the? w-ill.- if>hy+----/ 

A;-/ 

come in later. ; , I _-’ 
,,A-- 1 

LIE-is a. Iii&- risk venture, Internatioxal agencie~s+x+6’& interes; ifi the 
dresence of, satisfactorjr equipment in new cu~-ierJ% could/very helpfully : * 

’ s collect and make available publicly a g+&d~~al of information and adtice , ~ 
which could assist such firms. T&z&-are, of course, difficulties in this 
but probably they could be oye&bme. I 7 * . . , s,--” - g 

Cornelsen, V&I&<& and Xiasing of B&rlifihave propuced a number.of 
kits of conside&ble interest to primary schools wanting ,a collec@on of items ‘y 
dealing--wiih,a single subj& such ag%Weather dr Heat.. .Photograph 1-*$how3 
OIIC of the mor’e cdmTlicated kits - a class kit for eighteen pairs of children. 
Educationists in New Delhi and teache+sin Calcutta ho were shown the CVK 
kits made certaip ‘Lriticisms : that they were bulkily acked; that tho<gh they T, : _- , , . - 
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incorporated some godd points (like the mounting of thermometers for pupils in 
i.) 

*. 
,n particularly neat way in a metal. angle) they were in some respects flimsy; g 
that a kit needs an accompanying text in the appropriate language; and that .I 
the p-r-ice was totally out of reach of most schools in a developing country.’ 

The German Foundation for Develop-ment (DSE) arranged a b 
conferencec(Calcuti,a, teachers, educqtionists; a, 
apparatus designers, and so one, from all over India, had a look t science 

k and mathematics teaching kits produced ‘in Germany. The intention’4as to ‘. 
see whether the kits themserves, or modifications or ideas from them, were . 

i. 
.9 

useful in the Indian classroom.. The conference members actually used the 
fkits ,$th school pupils from a local bustee (slum) in the, mornings over two 
weeks, sitting on the floor, each .witb some half do&n children. m-l%’ 
rtsultin6- 

1 
, reports, -th&gkqnm edited-‘&d pubXished$are detailed ,a& va,lua.ble. s 

This rea attempt at testin; European-materials in Asian classrboms had .:i’-” ‘_ 
tq educate-local tkachelrs and designers as to whaIt materials ,. 
strate to distantmanufacturers how their products fit into :‘- * 

and to indicateto the internatio&organization whether, 
,of a process to help, Asian children, local production 

and European manufacturers. The impres#on at the conference.was that -’ -i 
thiseis an en,- - !-#L mously valuable process which many international agenci-es ,/.” 
ShOU1d COPY. What mahe -&his partic’ular one successful was an informality ’ ,“‘I 
wnich allowed truth to’ come out, properly-based analyses to be made (still *’ ’ 
unpublished possibly because of the informality) and the fact that @$le were . _ 
actually influenced, not merely informed. The kits have since been ‘sent 
around India as an exhibition. . >I -_;.’ . 

.-6’ 
Q, Dur&‘g%iscussions~about kits in New Delhi and Calcutta,: o$e ’ ‘k 
that is of importance to designers&apparatus 2 the idea of kits rather- 

--~ 
” 

individ,ual ,items was warmly- welcomed.* Indeed at Delhi UNICEF 
to put its suppliesinto-kits. A pre- selected collection is u’&ally gratefully - 
seized on by-those who,othe’rwibe would have to make their ‘own selection. 
Most people at the New Delhi cbnference avemd-that some-dreadfully poor 

/I 

selections and omissions were &mmonly.perpetiated by administrators or by 
sincere but inqxper-t or rushed officials. Thew was a. strong feeling in 
favour of kits because of this great risk; the possibility that a ready-made “ _ 
kit might contai; an inappropriate selection seemed to be less f&red. Of. 
course, in practice it is unlikely that anyone- would consider attempting-a . ^ 
‘totally international kit for .a wide range of*levels. Nevertheless, large 
manufacturers do need to bear ̂ m mind that a grad’e 8 level kit for a Bengal h 1 _ 
village s unlik”ely to-be appropriate for, 

JQ 
say, the same grade iq ,a Mexican _, 

city sch 1. How it would need to differ is a matter for research in fhe ‘. , 
locality, * 

_- , 
I 

That some kind+of warning is necessary, however, is evident from the l ” 
proposal of as European firm to market, in countries”poor in school apparatus;, 
a large, expensive universal science teaching kit - photographs 2’and 3. 
Though harnlsqme- and excellen y designed for Europe, *several -factors‘-pug it . - 
right out of con&deration :’ fo instance, the irreplaceability of.its mufti-use z 
parts ; the need for access to e repair skill and facilities ;” the fact-that i \ 
it does not fit a:local syllabus and needs local-language software and an 
optimistically well Qained-teacher; and its general air of sophistication. ’ 

- The i.nternatibnal .orga.nizations can already blushingly tell us of the many’ 
European science kits standing unused on shelves .,in Nepal, Indonesia, ” c _ ‘-. 
J amaic’a. . . . 
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A further advantage of a kit is th& it can hhve a box which serves as the . 
store-cupboard for the items in the classroom. 
in primary schools, have no storage space at all: 
metal case’ which can lock with a padlock -t 
making new designs, produc.tion units will d this lack of 
storage space or their apparatus will. 
do to cater for those schbols in Vietnam , 
Malaysia which are occasionally entirely submerged by WAter, is not so easy 

1 to decide.) - 
2 9 

I 
.I. 

APPARATUS FOR. THE.FEW OR THE MANY ’ p r L aa>- ..I L 
4 If ninety-nine per.c’enf of the school. population are not going to be academic 
scientists, it might be expected that dnly o&a pe.r cent of the apparatus Gmann+- 
factured for school science (in ac+untry where manufacture must not be .c .f, ’ 

_ ,, I 

wasted begause of its difficulty) would be of the conventional standard type. 
f 
Bid 

: 
Suprisingly the opposite is usually found to-be more negrly the case. Con- 
sequently’the .majority of the children are starved,of relevant practical 
scientific exi;ei-ience; This grossly undemocratic practice, comes about for - 
three reasons : a policy ,of elitiss(usuaQy not expressed); a tradition from 
the days when science teaching Fas..given only in superior secondary schools d 

’ -[or, in the case of a country newl’y undertaking scienc,e teaching,. by accept- L 
ing advice from people in *A horn that tradition was ingrained); ,or ‘a belief *. L 

_ that low level science needs no.apparatus. 
c 

m’. 
* _ This review does not contain much primary school science.apparaks made 
‘outside Europe and the, USA beta e there is good justification for supposing 

j J/ tharin the earwprimary school little manufactured apparatus (apart- -L- 
from scissors, containers, ‘strin and’ a balance) is needed. It is 
actually better for the pupils to simple things with their own hands. 
Such a-policy remains a good one for the later primary and early secondary 

. schools, -but in 
-or reasonably 
for number theory. 
suitable. 

msIm FOR-THE SI+JATI~N : . 

If there were a record of attempts to get suitable science teaching apparatus 
, used in schools, it would show axgreat proportion of failure and waste of 
money. Only too often dusty piles of unused apparatus at the backs of cup- _ 
boards, ‘bills at the headquarters of an international organization, perhaps a y 
bland report or two written near the end of a project -.,and untaught children, 
- - make up the only sad record. . 1 4’. . 

“_ 1 /f 

Yet most science tea&ing equipment has been excellently. mad&--,--It i; 
_ _-I‘ 

strong; its joints work freely; everything fits together properly ; it does . 
not leak ; it is well finished. In proper hands it can demonstrate, exactly 
what it has been made to demonstrate. Usually it,is wellnigh p.erfect except 
in one very important respect - it is not usable in the situation into which it 
has been put. It lies totally ineffective on a shelf. Nobody checked whether 
the teachers could and would use it, and it was found too late that they could ,’ 
not or-would not, It is irresponsible on the part of the designer to blame the x l 

� 
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teachers for this. The designer of a dam must first study the site on'which ' 
the dam is to be built. Should the dam fail, the designer cannot escape ' 
responsibility by assertingth&the design was good but tie earth on.\nihichi> 
was built was not suitable. It is in this sense that the failure of a science 
apparatus project can be attributed to poor design. 'The reasons are ‘ 

usually clear and.discoverable. 
.4 

I II 

Much of the apparatus in this review is excellent in many ways, thou&it' 
may not be well-designed in its most important aspect - its real suitability' 
for the teacher, the children and,the classroom situation in which it is to be 
used (see.photographs.-4 ands); Tlie'primaryjob of the apparatus designer 

. is therefore to watch theirperation of some:'examples olhis proposed appara- 
tus in a genuinely average class; undisturbed by his presence.' To.find a 
person with.the necessary-empathy and 

' the ability to do:suqh research-is es 
y for-this task is nat*easy; but 

"-7 ularly for a primary sc?iool,'is pro% 
The natural.choice': partic- 

v, 
omani. 

mechanic'al design ability or work wi 
S>he‘nius* al& have good 

,_ 
- , someone:who has.,. r 

These paragraphs are intended as a wpr)hing against.anea$ymisuse of ' 
this review. ' 

: 
-* C,& . 

. ~ 

c 

_ 
.Some apparatus makers seetheirjob as reprqduein-g conventional American 
or-European items; for.. example, the'com.mercialmanufacturersin Ambala, s 
India. T-hey are supplying the needs of '&chdols which work from essentially 

> pre-1960 texts. 
c -1 

school texts and apparatusbegan to change rapid& 
school science systems. The change &me 

firstin secondarytheninprimary schools. At the &me time countries tith- 
53muchtradition for teaching scien e with apparatus w.ere changing tg new 

_ 

curricula. So letimes thesedem'an d-s dnew styles of apphrdtus. For : i 1 
instance, UNE 2 CO helped-initiate curricula in Africawhich needed the / * 

Englisho'Nuffield' equipment. The$Nuff?eld s-y 
I 

4 . 
seets of items, &t countries,foundthey-could n 

needed complete class 
ford the apparatus, parti- /. 

cularlyifitwas to be purchased with foreign currency., They therefore 
'considered local construction of one sort or another - such as teachers' do- ,' 
it-yourself construction, 
colle 

science centered protoy-tpe making, and t'edchers,' ' .; 
e small-scale production units. 

talke 2 
(Full-scalelocalmanufacturae hi65 been 

ofin several conferences butrarelyundertaken.) In most casesthe 
i 
: 

h 'aim seems to have been to copy existing items. The result has beenmassive i-7 
-wooden ticker-tape timers and bamboo test-tube racks - simple copies in 
local material of new-style and old-style items - in.ba$ches of 100 or less. 

! 

T&at teachers in general have little time or ability to construct these things 1 
has beena major'problem. \ ' *= , z+ 4" 

. 'The Science Education brogramme for Africa has had a different method ;- 'a;!\. -- 
P for primary school,teaching. 

automobile tyres; 
It uses common objects such as grass, Bamboo,; -.--.>I-,. 

and Cooking pots which the children manipulate for them- : ' : 
selves and do their own construction as part ofthelessoris(seephotographs'( $b . 
16, 17, 18), This method needs its own special texts: Other projects,**for ' 'I- 

have created ena$eQnewly-designed apparatus 
manufacture'(and seem to be comrrierci?lly ,' ' * 

I . 
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Food’ for thought - a 
3 

. a. 

‘3 
1 

i , 

successful with) some fifty pocketlsized packs of very simple experimental 
’ . 

kits with small.accompanying books and a larger text (see photograph 58). 
.h . 

Most school systems in the world work with conventional apparatus and I 
do hot envisage much change within the next ten .years. Their ‘need, pre- ,, 
sumably, is for such equipment. Most of those secondary schools that 
teach science with apparatus in ‘Britain, Thailand and Colombia, for 
example, use .types of equipment hardly different from that used in-a German, 
secondary school in l.900. By far the largest proportion, of the science 1 1 
apparatus manufactured in the USA, India, or in the newly- started produc- 
tion unit in Burma, is of the ordinary, 
,great part, this is quitenatural. 

standard, old- fashioned kind. In 
Standard academic physics is the same 

the- world over ,a&?, -if this is to be taught in the secondary schools, the same ’ 
. apparatus w&l be suitable, more’ or less, ‘-even if it is a bit pedestrian to the -_ 
.eyes of a technologically hfghiy-developed’country.: “Computers, quick-fit’ . 
apparatus and photographic.micros.c’opy are :hof .Q$+~ntly superior’.fir ’ 
teaching: the academic stream of the secondary. school“ in’ a ‘less technical1 
advanced country is a2 well provided for with slid.&rules, tes,t tubes and 
ma nifiers. 

. 

a .s 
4 d 

i 
I * 

3. 
DESIGNING VERSUS COPYING -. * x_ 

*- 

There is ample evidence that many so-called~.&&gners are merely copyists 
who have opened another manufacturer’s catalog&e and made what-they saw _ 
there. This can be futile. Many education& analysts believe that though 
the introduction of a pieqe of machinery or.a n.ew technique into an educa- 
tional system may seem straightforward, it can have deep social, religious 
and political .-&fects (through- inevitable process of contingent texts, . __ 

_ training and. otHer influences). Thus the British.hav&ntroduced intellectual *“- 
elitism with their sechool apparatus into some countries, and the Americans 
have introduced a questioning of parental and religious authority as a con- 

k 

.I . 
comitarit of their approach to science. .. 

tb I 
9 

In most countries-mechanics are social engineers ,: whether- they know it 
or not. They should therefore beware of copying Japanese, European or 1 * 
Brazilian items without due thought. W-hen “any of the items in this review 
are being considered this warning should be borne in mind; They are pre- 

.: sented here not for copying, but as an encouragement to designers to be 
_ inventive and to make their own modifications ‘to meet the needs of the 

teachers and c’hildren with whom they are specially concerned. , 
, 

CURRICULUM/APPARATUS LIAISON ~ 

Collabora$$on between curriculum designers and .apparatus 
be very close. A sequence of experiments which an 
have discovered to be possible, given ‘the 
knows of, might well be a useful 
On the other ‘&rid, an activi$y which an apparatus designer. knows cannot be 

,’ instrumented in the given situation w-ill .have to be modified if the curriculum 
designer, wants it to be done practically. h There are numerous similar ’ 
situatiotis where collabora@on is necessary. A much larger general qu,estion 
Which has to be settled between the two designers is which experiments -are 

I* for” demonst by the teacher and which are to be done by the pup$s> 
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Liaison andaplanning : 
. 

J 

\ I . a 
Mos of the apparatus in this review would no’t fit most textbooks: one or - 

the other would need to be modified, for the text and its pictures must be 
corn atible with the apparatus. 

& 
Cases have been known of apparatus being * 

man actured without the -makers knowing uihat text or curriculum it was to -_ 
be used with. Frequently, ioo, textbooks ar.e written without the required 
apparatus being available. 
apparent in countries where 

Poor planning of this kind is .particularly 

and texts. 
there is no wide and varied supply of apparatus 

And the children suffer. ..-_-Iz---- 
I ’ 
\ 

THE NE’ED FOR SYSTEMATIC OVERALL PLANNING 
--. 

Rather distant from the task of this booklet, seen as a review of apparatus, 
are t\iro important aspects of apparatus production: organization, and zl 

financing. - . 

<A 

Many production units are conceived without a clear policy, particularly _ 
if they are set up by an international bilateral organization. The danger is * ‘b 
that a project propo”sal is made&t in rather general terms and is funded , 
without an analysis of the ‘market’ being undertaken. The market is the 
.school system .tihose needs (by reference to curriculum and ministry policy) 
are presumably fairly e’asily assessable. No estimation of production flow, 
costing, permitted amortization of’capital, and so on, is underta.l@n. It is _ _ 
unclear what the long-te 
machinery belongs to, 
undertaken of the 
production are 

’ know @ether they are m-prototypes, pilot batches or are mass prodqu- “- 
cing6,’ Consequently things are likely to go Gong; and when they do it is 

i 

d5fficult to see what then error was and”how to avoid it next time. There may : ’ 
even be no contingency plans to meet-the present diffic&ty. -~-The inte%-m -~ 7’ ~~ ~mf- 
national organization may be hoping that the unit will eventually become self- 
supporting, while local government - perhqs by failing to,.provide counter- 
part s@.ff to take over from foreign experts! - may not be’ contributing to this ’ 
aim. The ministry may, by mere lack of understanding\ permit the’unitto be 
elitist in its production (in the sqse described earlier) in opposition to’ 
the government’s educational policy. As a r&sult of this lack of sy&ema& 
planning, enterprises may founder altogether.; 

i_ . ” “7 

As far as the workers and advisers are concerned, ‘the reasons are . 
. 0 

understandable’and forgivable. 
echelons. 

“It 4s less easy to-forgive the higher 
Planning is their’ reason for existence. ,/-. ‘$ 

‘a c ’ (_ 

A further 
found here?a r/” 

oral for the us&of this booklet is obvious. The ideas to be 
e often &the nature sf single bright -ideas. 

unless ,they enter as‘“part of a system. 
They are useless 

~, ,’ 

‘PROFIT-MAKING AND NON PROFIT-MAKING PRODUCTION UNITS 
.P . .‘#$ 

Some economists divide all human enterprises into a mere t$o categories: ’ 
those which make profits and those which educate. It is necessary for any 
organization which wish&s to get scjqnce equipment used,in schools to 
decide in which category its intenti&$‘sW$&e. 1, . . 

L 8 ,. 
c . ** 
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Food for thought 

If a producing factory is set up in a country which permizs private ‘Gnter- 
prise, and if that factory makes a real profit for the owners, there is a 
strong likelihood that it will continue to exist and to supply science appara-. 

. tLl.5. The managers are likely to respond to market de.mands quite sensi- 
tively since their income depends on it. If, however, the factory is -aan 
educational enterprise making a financial loss, its continued existence de- 
pends on an external budget. In this case its educational effectiveness de- 

I -- ~~ ip-&-+on planning according to external criteria, such as researched needs 
of theaclas sroom. The educational effectiveness can be zero as easily as 
can financial profit. The physic& existence of a unit in these circumstances 
is assured as far into the future as-the certainty of a budget. If the unit js 
small and the funds are directly from ministry of education -sources, the 
certainty may be one year or less. This is particularlylikely when the unit 
is isolated from some kind of mother-body, put if it is within, say, a 
teachers’ college, it is likely to have a much longer lasting budget. 

,.’ 

-. If the funds are from some other agency,’ the intention will usually be to 
get the unit going and then for the government to take it over (assuming it is . 
a non=profit making unit). This has happened in Burma. Alternatively the 
unit. may beset up to demonstrate possibilities, processes, costing, and so 
on, to local (small- scale) industry. ‘The intention to make it really profit- , 
able is rare ; though this is intended for the unit inSri Lanka and it has 
actually occurred with FTJNBEC in Brazil. 

e 
. . 

/ 

* INTEGRATION OF THE UNIT INTO’TJ+ZrdIJNTRY’S SYSTEM 
e 

The risk, *of course, with any s.ize of production unit is that it may absorb 
Junds over a long period while having only; a small or insignificant-effect on 
actual classroom practice. It may have excellent ideas and produce some 
useful items but unless it is well-designed as part of ,the system into which 

.4 

it must fit - that is, into the educational set-up of the rninisXFy, the social 
reality of the classroom, the commercial environment, and so on - its=effect . 
will almost certainly be merely local. ’ \ 

* 
Any relatively modest enterprise intended to help to get a paratus,‘into 

schools would therefore be well &advised to avoid any risk o j$olation from fJ 
the-system. Quite apart from what this means in terms of planning, it pro- I 
bably means that the effort should go into an existing institution, such as a 
teachers‘ college or a science or curriculum centre. There is also a good 
chance that this w-ill decrease certain overhead and capital costs. Space 
and skill will be at premium but almost certainly there w-ill be the access to : 
valuable informal knowledge and existing channels through which to feed, out i * 

t,,m;l&oz and apparatus,. Isolation and fragmentation are likely to be , 

/ 
SUITING THE APPARATUS-TO THE CHILDREN -,, 

‘, - -.” 
There are other considerations besides those of management, organization 

L . and item design. A major one is curriculum, and as the. apparatusdesigners 
and curriculum designers are both parts of the design *system, they‘shouid ,. 
work closely together. In doing so they should be aware of the profound ,.I ’ : 
,effect their work will have on the whole society. There is a ‘big move, p,a,rti- 
cularly among the younger engineers of Britain and the USA, tow&r& social 8 8, 72 0 + 
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Science and society ., _ 

responsibility for the use and potential of the’equipment they make. In an 
equipment production unit in a poor country there shouldbe (a& increas- 
ingly these days, there is) someone who understands the-arguments pre- 
sented in such publications as : ‘Pedagogy of the Oppressed’ by Paul0 . 
Freire (1) ; ‘One Hundred Countries, Two Billion People’ by Robert 
Mch’amara (2); ‘The Wretched of the Earth’ by Franz Fanon (3); r 
‘Education in Rural Areas’ (4); Charles Silberman’s ‘Crisis in the 
Classroom’ (5) ; ‘Modernizing Peasant S&ieties’ by Guy Hunter,‘(6); ’ ‘The 
Age of Discontinuity’ by Peter F. Drucker (7); and the monthly ‘New 
Internationalist’ (8). 

A review of much relevant literature up to 1969 is ‘Preparation of the ’ 
Child for Modernization’ (9, a very helpful working paper constituting a 
report on a study by the UN Research Institute for Social Development. Lt : 
,&ves brief comments on original papers (which it lists) concerning develo- 
ping countries, children’s problems, abilities, experiences, intellectual 
development, traditions, and so on, undervarious headings. All are of 
great interest?0 a school science apparatus designer, being such matters 
as : childhood experiences in technological and non- technological environ- 
m ents ; " living and learning; conditibns of children; skills and intellectual * 
requirements of modern technolygical activity; the use of tools by children 
in what it calls ‘traditional” en 

+I 
-ronments; two-dimensional representations 

ol‘ reality; absence of technical words in a traditional environment; 
scientific thinking and development;- transfer of traditional physical capa 
cities to modern tasks; formal and informal “training of the pr.e- school 
child; the penalization. of children’s questions by pa’rents ; the use of toys 
and games and household objects for play, and so on. Much of the. biblio- 
graphy is -on Africa. The review points out how little is really known and * 
how little research has been done. More may be available now that a 9 

number of child development institutes have been establishedi such as ,the ’ 
one initiated bx UNESCO beside:Prasarnmitr College in Bangkok. ’ I 

3 
‘; 

An unusual and valuable book whichdemon$trates how clever children 
are if they-are allowed to solve problems in their own way, particularly 

I_ Try- ‘when adults sympathetically attempt to understand the elements of what the ,,- 
child - lacking appropriate terminology and wide- experience - is trying to 
say, is: ‘Children Solve Problems’. (10). 

-r 

a 
(11 

, 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

I - 1 a.. 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed(Freire) QL 
‘Bublished by Sheed and Ward Limited, 33 Maiden Lane; i ’ 

t 

London W. C. 2. ,. England. 

One Hundred Countries, Two Billion Peopl 
of D evelo-oment (M cN amara) 

* 

ensions 

published’by Praeger Publications? 111 Fourth Avenue, 
NegYork, N.Y. 10003, USA. 

The Wretched of the Earth (Fanon) a 

published by Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 
England. 

Education‘<n Rura x: Report .of the Commdnwealth 
ConferenGe on Education, Ghana I.970 
published /by the Commonwealth Secretariat, Marlborough 
House, Pdll Mall, London SWlY 5HX, England. 

I 
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(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
I 

(S) 

(9; 

(10) 

Crisis in the Classroom (Si~lber~~an) 
’ P I) 

published by.Random IIousc, 201’.g.. 5Qth Street, New York, 
N.Y.10022, USA. 

Modernizing Peasan-t Societies : Comparative Str~cl~~ ill 
Asia and Africa 

1. * 

published for the .Institutc 01 Race Relations by Oxfo.rd ’ 1 a 
University Press, Ely I louse, ‘37 Dover Street, London 
WlX 4AFI, Englan’d, 

._ 

,, 

The Age of Discontinuity (Drucker) 
published by Heinemanri Educationa. .I~ooks Limitcm i 
LS Charles Street, London WlX 8All, EI,Lglantl. 

iNeW Intertlati0,lali.s~ $monthlyj 

. .published by Research Publications Scrviccs Limited, 
Victoria IHall ’ Greenwich ,, London SE10 ORF, England. 1 

Preparation of the Child for hloderlliz~tion,(Mandl) s 
published by UNRISD 9 UN Pal&i? cfcs Natial!s, Geneva, 3 $, 

.e 
\. 

Switzerland. 
0 

Children Solve Problems (de Bono) 
published by Penguill Education, I-Iarmondswo?th, 
Middlescx, En$lilnd. * , 

THE USE OF TOYS AND D,OMESTIC 013JECT-S ’ 
es ,:. .-. 

Something which teachers have alway%s done to some extc?t -is to usi common 
objects and toys.to ilipst,rate scientific principles. S’cvcral apparatus 
projects throughout the world have used’this principle too. It is possible to 
avoid special manufacture if there is an object already available within the 
country which can illustrate a concept, or replqce a c,hemistry beaker,. Bnd 
so dn. Indeed, it may be an educational advantage .t-o-ease an object whichthe 
children ‘.recognize rather than a foreian--1qoking object remote from’ their -I 
experience. Cheap plastic roller skates may replace a special dynamics 
trolley; a local flute may serve as a source of sound m‘tich bettetithan a- 
tuning fork ; even a mouse-trapmay serve to .teach several ideas about 
mechanics. Of course, these will need .testing by childrcri and by teachers 
as well as from the economic point of view. 

. 
For teaching a whole range of projectile mechanics, a toy in England 

c.alled a~ ‘&kball’ - which flings a pierced bail off a stick - is remarkably 
r3vers+tile. Many electrical. items are’ obtainable, as wholes or a? partS,, 
froni quite Small hardware stores, radio shops or g’arages. Examples are 
torch bulbs ,ccrectifiers, and power su,pplies .bought as batte’ry charges. 
Bicycles ar%e a prolifi: source dy material for experiment. (Photographs 8 - 
‘12 illustrate some of the things mentioned so far.) Objects of use in teachirlg 
m(?y not only be found but modified, or’assembled from pa.rts, or wholly con- 
structed. These processes may be undertaken by pupils or teachers, local’ 
craftsmen or a central manufacturing concern. The practical limits are set 

c by local conditions. . --- -_ d 
., 8’ I I 

Tpy~ which exist in m?ny cultur&s be more suitab1.e pedagogically, 
culturally and mechanically” for helpink to understand science’ than 
specifically manufactured edycational For example, the Indian 
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Toys and games 

. . . . -. 

S i ERT primary science kit contains a large plastic end direction 
indicator. 
ia Inet, points upwind which confuses the children, and, to make things + b’ 

This is expensive to make,,occupies a lot of space in the small 

even more difficult, has a base to stand on a table instead of a hand-‘grip to 
suggest its being held’ high outside. In fact it is unnecessary to have a 

. specially constructed wind vane in India since children there commonly fly 
flags, pennants and kiss, all of which indicate wind-direction. Mo~reover., -- (--~ - 

before launching a kite the young boy usually throws up some dust to see 
which way it drifts. From this he gets not only an in&cation of the wind _” 

-direction b 
25 

an estimation of wind speed.as well. - :: 
I 3 .,~~~;&i,. _ 

Thus it will be wise for apparatus production units to investigate l&al 
toys and games so as to avoid unnecessary manufacture. 

I 7.. 

2AMES AS TEACl1ING APPARATUS ’ ’ 

The difference between games and toys is that games are competitive and 
operate with s_ymbols while toys represent real things for individual play. 
Although a. number of games are claimed by their makers to be educational, 1 
I’ew.<of them really teach much of significance. However, there .are some 
~-cd on es , and pro4luction units might like to consider them. Tnv-icta 
Plastics (I) make several which te-ach elements of logic and mathematics. 
C%e which develops children’s sense of strategy and gives much enjoyment is 
called ‘Master Mind’. This is a simply manufactured device (pegs-and peg 
!)oard) and a model of what can be done.. Of course, such games should not. 
1,~ copied too closeI-y; all countries have th.eir ow-n idiom in games and this 
should be incorporated in the design of educational games if they are toTO 
work effectively (see photograph 15). 

Nowidavs, management training in industry makes use of games to 
simulate real situations. There is no reason why this should not be done in 
scl~ools, though there is always a risk that it will make a subject theoretical 
‘instead of practical.. It is of obvious use in non-formal educati‘on to.teach 
about social matters and it is-also applicable to subjects such as health, 
family plann,ing , agriculture and similar topics which involve both science 
and social matters. A *very interesting project which approaches this 
arca is the ‘Ecuador non-formal education*project’, being aided by the 
Centre of International Education, Massachusetts”(‘2). Photographs 13 ati 
1L show a game- board and some cards from a Monopoly-like game from the -. 

project. The games are not manufactured but are made by.those.who want to 1 
use them; they are made to simulate’the local situation about which partici- 
pants, want to learn. 

A 
. “. $ 

(1) Invicta Plastics, Oadby; Leicester, Engl&nd. ’ ’ ‘, , < 
#-” 

(2) Centre of International Education (School of Education), . 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts 01002, I 
USA. 1 

* 
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. DESICNZN;+OR THE TEACHERS’ ABILITIES - TEACHERS’ GUIDES 
f 

i _ 

To help the teacher and the children to use apparatus, a guide of some sort 
is necessary, Most textbooks assume that the teacher can assemble and use’ ” 

1 3 
,. 

11 ’ t 8 
. 
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equipment4 - ,.although in fact mosfteache,rs c nnot. Teachers'courses may .';' 

endeavourtb providethenecessary$rainin B butitis as hard for the average . . 

teachertolearnto handle science teaching apparatus satisfactorily as it is * ; 
for the average person to ledrnto pla-ythe piano. Tf the apparatus.designer ;, _ 
discovers - and it-isanimportantpart of his~jobto researchthis aspect- t 
thatnotmore than'half the teaching population will be able to-use his pro: -- - 
posed new'appara& in the neaten years, he mustrealisticallyplan for 
that fact. , 

. Probablyno one knows how much or how well a teacher wiIluse a guide' : 
book. Common sense suggests that a small bookismore likely to be read 
than a big one andthatpictures are betterthywords. In many countries . 
photographs are much moreunderstandable than diagrams'. Some examples 
of guide pages have beeninc\udedto show some of the 'software' that 
apparatus makers putoutwith certainkits. it is certainly more the task of 
the apparatus designerthanthetextbook writer.to describethepractical . 
use of his apparatus. Oftenitis quite small matters which puzzle a teacher 
who is'unpractised athandling'~hysZcal wp.aratus andi naturally, any * 
unusual aspects of'design need explaining fully.. -. 

f 3J 
.-* 

TAKINGAC~~UNTOFAVAILABLEMATEIZZALSAN~OFPRE~UDICES ,. 
I I F r .,".' 

This review attempt4 t 
$5 
qsearch out-new ideasin methods ofproducl$on. A,n ' 

important one to consider-is the use-af readily available materials,forprb- '. .' 
duction whereve$.po.ssiQle. F.or instance., the use of cqmmon mild steel : 
stock sizes, half-inch iron piping, and.40 on; instead of special'materials, ', .. 
will bring great advantages to'theproducer whomustotherwiseimport stock- I..: 
or use skilled operators on expensive milling machines.,bThough:this kindof .' 
designing is no-wcommon in industry, it iS unfortunately less widespread . . 'I' 
among science teaching apparatus p.roducti'on units; Allied to it is the art of 

Ynot over-specifying (forinstan-ce, on accuracy OD surface finish). : 
'-a I :. 

A disadvantage,ofmo&fyi.ng a.n.engineering sp.ecificationto &it available -, 
machineT and skills is-that,it does tend to give the'manufactured item an . 
unusual, simple o+ even Crude appearance.. Thoughthi+ maym'$ke anitem 'I 

less accepta.bJein the eye; of a country's educational officials*.and seconde. ;;$ 
ary schoolteachers, it' 'rarely influences phmary teachers/and never '.. I' . . ,.,?!: 
affects their pupils. '-However, if prejudice etists it'must be.-discovered and "I" 
taken into account in designing tie system. Q >* I 

_ - - ~. ~---I -.I ", -;;.. ; 
-. 
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KTTSANDSTORAGEBOXES 

*-, ,, - :- .' ,_. 
-_ , L 

Muchlocally-produced &pparatus is conceived'as A kit to suit a curriculum. 
It is a ready-made colleetiun for presentation to at&her and often Ats 'in 

1.' 

with a text. Sometimes it is a collection of items,.for's particularteaching .I.. 
topic‘of very limited extent - such as a c@pltoge;ther style.Pfmicroscope.or 1 ' 

electric motor, ora Zittle!set.o~c-heniicalsand-testtu-be-~to~ether.with,a 
booklet for discove&ng pollution,in s-e-&; Itn+y even comprise awhole ~: '. 
set of items for several years' expe+imen$s or a ComRleteprimary science, K -'- 
course(forteacher demMstration)$n dne.box. S%nce teachers' storage pro- ',; 
blems need to be thought of, 'id&& for ,solutions are'wortKn,oting. .There'are:,':. 
not many soluQons in'this reYfewi ., _. !', .;‘ 

,. 
.'. i ,.:,. * :' ._,_ 

. * ‘ ._'.,. : ,s' ,.;. 2 . . _.:_.- ---. r '. 
.:': .' : , . 

: ,. -.,. ,; * 
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I Safety a&l staff sel&tion . ’ “.’ * a 
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I . 
SAFETY I . *” ‘_ 

I . 

Productioq units and 6tbrk concerned with putting into 3chools apparatus 
with which. teachers and children could have accidents, might consider <their 
responsibility for providing suitable advice on accident prevention. Useful . 
booklets are”Safeguards .$n the School Laboratpry; (l), and f Safety w ~ 
Science Labora’tories’ (2). _ 

,c:.., 
\ - 

: ‘. 
. ’ 

I i D s , s 

co Safeguards in the Schdoi L aboratbry ’ + 
published for the essociation f6r Scien-Fe Education -b$- 

_ 
b 

Jaw Mur’ray Limited, 50 Albemarle Street, London’ 
. = : iz 

-_ .,. 
WlX 4BD, -England. 

I 
* a 

c-3 Safety in Scignce Laboratories - DES Safety Series- No. 2 .b. . : * .. 
published by H.M. S .O., Head Osffice, Atlantic House, 
Holborn Viaduct, London E.-C.l., England. 
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.WORXSHOP STAFF SELECTION-‘. . 

Selecting the right workers,for the various jobs in & wor&shop is cc-q $. : 
important, and production units may find some of the publicatidns of the I 
International Labour Oface of, help to them in unde-rtaking the task (I). A ’ ” .: 
review of available tests’ (which might suggest some equiv~arent home-made ., ” 
versions to the selection staff atprod@3on units) is ‘Pe&o&el Selection ! .: 
and Training’ by R. Goldstein of th.e IL0 (2j; ,F ~. 

0 

The trained science 1,aboratdry’technician is invaluable in .$h;? schpol ..I 
equipment production &d development unit. 

_. 
The appropriate course of 

study for science laboratory &3-micians is” $he City and Guilds. of Loadon -. 
Institute Course 735 Parts 1, 2 andj3. Advice on &e av$ability and trai+ “, : 
ing.. of such pe$sonn&l &n be: o:btain& from the Institute of Science . / _ -- 
Technology ,(3& . , t 

/ .i .’ _..*. 
.’ : ’ . .* CI _. ‘. j.- ,. 

(1) 
. 

ILO- Pybl; icatibn$; Sales Servic6; 12llrGeneva 22*, + ’ ‘. / 
Stitzerl$nd. 

‘. 
‘9: : I I, . .,I 

Persorine’i Selection and Trainiig (2) ’ II 
a mirpeographed bdok hi-tidticed.for’ the #unaica Na@.qr& ’ ‘. ! 

: ‘I -: ;. !, 

Industrial Vocational Training Pro&&line (K,i&gstonr1973), 
‘., ’ 

: 
&d EmDinvm&nt . 

,’ ,:I : ,.I: 
. ./ , ‘available gh?ough th& Minis6 of Llaboub 

112 East Street,, Kingston, Jvtica, Wt&t In&&., ‘1’ .” ’ -. _.. ’ .;’ -j 

(33’ , Institute of Scien$e Techn&lggy, .34$1 Gqqyk’ Ii-iii ;R&a& y L 

,: ; 

London WCrX BPX, England;. ,” ( _.. - : _ 
! 
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LOCAL REP.AIR 
‘_ .,,, .I - : ,, 

‘, j .,. - 

Apharatis 
working order. 
areas and shanty 
-repa& any possible 
There is plenty of glib 
is ffiplied _ such as a ‘hammer 

graph,z). It ‘is the ,designey’s 

.O * 
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the classroom_.-,- -_ 
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INFORMATTONNEEDED~YCOMMERCIALFIRMS - 
\ .I 

1 _. - 

The initiative towards'produoing sets of items, or indeed individual items, 
to fit cur-cculum developments need not come only from government 

.a minis'trie or educational.agencies. In many countries it willseem appro- 
'priate for production to be undertaken by private-enterprise. Even'ifthey a 
are,,not themselves-the originators, it seems.essential that(where the fo.rm 
of government permits) commer-cial firms should eventually undertake pro- 

$- 

,duction and,marketing. x If a product is viable, they will undertake it and 
rf 
' 

therebxprov-ide an assurance thatpr,oductionislikelyto.continue. For this T 
reason potential manufacturing firms should have early access to a.sg~in-~~ 
plete a range of information as they'need for their planning - from clear : 
help withteachers' apparatus guide publication to firm offtake numbers for 
items over the next few years. This-is especially necessary withkits - and 
itislargely with kits, in one form of another, thatmostpro,duction units 
will be-concerned. 

I c., 0 
' Thisis an are&in which the international organizations could and should 

help. T/o what extent, atpresent;doproduction units who are contracting 
" for production with other firms,"letthose firms know what is to happen in 
the futu'e, ortryto drawthemintothepmarketing proceduresin anyway? 
Ifthisi 3 notdone, aninternationalorganizationthatconceives andnouri- 

II 
ske.s a n'ew enterprise will-find itself holding a"babythat should long ago 

-- --have grd,wn up. n 
. 

UNWISE RETICENCE'OF AID RFCIPIENT'S 
-'\ 

External aid, through bilateral or multi-lateral arrangements, i$'of course, 
oftengiven to production units: $or example, UN aid to Sri Lank: and 
Nigeria; German aid to RFCSAM'; Japanese aid to South.Viema& 
Naturallytheorganizations receiving this aid are grateful. +!,~times, per- " 
haps, their gratitude disinclines them to makeusefulcriticismslestthey be- 
misconstrued. 
agencywhich 

This maybe compounded by a 
, without having really taken the 

needs of the situation, assumes that whatitgivesis certain to beuseful. It 
may accept unsuitable advice; 
donor country; 

it may tie its funds to purchases from the 
or it may for other reasons prov-&q.tmsuitableitems, pro- 

duction machines or other facilities. The outcome may be worse thana 
wastg of effort:. there! is a real likelihood that the effect will-be negative+," 
con,creting.the enterprise into-the wrong path. ..- ~ . ! 

. B 
' To avoid,thisitmaybe necessary for the donating agencgto use people 
of exceptional sensibilitytoresearch thelocal situationi itwill cel;tainI.y 
be'essentialcarefullyand sympathetically to encou-rage local educators, - 
administrators and others to revealt.heirneeds;.'hopes'and doubts. In any 
situation this is not an easy.thing to do.. In niuch.of Asia forins'iance, '%\; l a . 
people's natural 'courtesy, reticence towards'foreign experts., and g%ratitude"- 
for foreign interest and funds, can lead to the setting up'ofpoorly-b&ed 
projects.. I have heard a seniorUNESC0 expe*say in a large conference 
that UNESCO has too often found that its pilot.project+!have ended 'in, 
failure because oflackofmaturityin the necesdary su@portive services of 

" L ,-. I . \ -. 1 
-6 " 

. 
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Project advisers - 
l 

0 - 

the country involved. - It is clear thatthis is 
projects, yet the same kind of mistakes are 

of badly-designed 

can help by striving to eliminateunwise 
.3\lid recipients 
from dona*ng s n 

agencies is never wasted butchannelledinto well:designed and.fruitful * 
schemes. s 

ASUCCESSIONOFADVISERS '. I . 
' 

A problem.allied to that of bad advice is too much varying advice coming ' 
, 

. from a,succession of visiting or short-term advisers, resultinginthelack - 
of a single coherent policy. Itisnot at all unusual ~for this year's adviser. 
to denigrate the work of last year's adviser, set it aside, and start almost - ( 
anew. The unfortunate ministry or other authority concerned can recognize 
the evil of this in general terms but can hardly see what to do ab.outit 
since the man is paid by the agency funding the project. It looks ungrateful 
to criticize himformanyreasons, not least because the agency has 
-approved him - eventhoughitfailedto.vethis intentionsand ascertain 
whether they wereconcordantwithpreviouspolicy. AfurtherdifficuItyis 
that the miylistry usually cannot be sure which adviser's policy is the right 
one - oritwould'nothave needed an adviserinthe first place. A study of - 
some projects which have failed for these reasons, and of others which 
have been successful in spite of them, wouldObe valuable. Such a critical 
analysis could help subsequent designs. s 

Alvery small project, whichis reported as.successful, is a CEDO(now. e 
B&shC ouncil)laboratory/workshop atprasammitr, the principal teacher 

a' 

training college in Thailand. This gives teachers-in-training experience in I ___~ -- 
the use and construction of science teaching apparatus andoriginates some 
new designs. A senioradviserwentouttolook at the needs', and advised 
funding after a country-wide inspection of schools and colleges. A second 
adviser did a feasibility study showing specifically how the project would fit 1 
the system and how.the system would integrate it and run it as the *aid phased.. 
out. A third adviser; who was sympathetic "tith the intentions pf the .-./,'*- 
feasibility study, then ran the project fok two years. The courses. -~-x-m& 
part‘of,the college's.system - are being 'run byloc&~%taff; the new apparar 
tus andthetools areiFlluse; there'is a store of apparatus madeby- 

__ 

. successiv~'courses; and the course*is now also established at the sister 
college of'B.angsaan, 45miles away, and is 1ikely:to spread further;' This . ' 
small success story is worth critical analysis as suggested in 
paragraph. There is. a repprt - full of insights - in the now d czi!IIl 

e foregoing 
ct British 

Councilpublicatic$a'EducatigpalDevelopmentInternational~ forbanuary, 
1974. . _ *.s 

P.ROPd$AL FOR AN INFORMATI&JPd AtiDPLANNIK&$SERVICE~~ L v.' 
‘: \ 

1 

A potentially valuable service, 
,/ 

could be offered by an o'rganization 
wishing to help a school system toiinitiate or-:improve its pr oduclion'of 

_1 .' 

apparatus for schools, would be the provision.of a wide rangeof&form.ation,. 
with ideas for designers and administrators on\how to miakethe;most success- 
ful use of,it. Thismight be run a? two linked,levels: one concentrating on'; ,.l i 
the design/of apparatu&the other'onthe design of'systems. The information . 
could be presented, perhaps in aniexisting jou&l;in.the f rm ofr*ep,orts; 
critical analyses and s,purces.‘ 

:, \ :,, + . : 

It prffuld'be accompanied bycourses,in,thf 
* I i 

\ 
f 
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Good for thought 
e 

m 
. . .' i 

theory and practic,e of all'thatpertains to design atthesetwo'levels. The 
' 

scope might thus extend from brig,ht ideas aboutteaching"chemistry with 
plastic bag%owto amortize capital; fromlarge-scale production oftoys 

. in Turkey to a one-man productionunitin Colombia; 'There is a great deal 
"of information available on suchmatters and equally evident need for its 
propagation. Nolessis there aneed for its analysis, followed by some / 

practical use of the results; potential apparatus producers and users could. 
be helDed to'benefittheir own societies by searching out some of the reasons , 
behind the vakious successes and failures, 
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Around the Home’ and ‘Pbygrwund 
example of the use of cheap 

e tyres and other objects, 
roundabouts, large 
says : ‘Without too 

These materials were 
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Current develipments 
fjt. . 
;; T 

a and Swaziland, but as yet no 1:. based on the’university of 
‘/concentrated effort in apparatus l ./ 

. . 

/ 

!;; j ,�. :., 

KENYA “-X 
,i 

’ 
/ 

* 

The Production Unit of the Kenya .Scienc Teachers’ College has designed, ,, 
and is. currently producing, some equipment. This’is how it describes 
itself: 0 

i: .. 
, .+ 

I! 

Production ,Board . 

the most modern metal 
e of producing almost any 

teaching aid required by 
. * ’ 

. facing Xenyan schools. 
Tn the near future 

s 

physics. “, *- 

‘The’kit, ‘although small, can be used as a demonstration kit\ as ,well. 
A manual is supplied with the kit to guarantee a good layout of the I’ _’ 

. . experiments. ’ P , 

There is a pupil’s text accompanying this equipment, ’ some of which can I 
be seen in the Curriculum Information Service (,Education,.Tnformati.on and, 
Research Department), of the *British Council, 10 Spring’Gardens, London 

y .- 
._, ,, 
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NIGERIA 9 ‘c 
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Africa/Asia . 

and an advisory service in science t ‘T’he im was for’the 
Centre to provide a service wh’ch consists of 12 , ,/“’ 
educationally- autonomous States. 1 this aim, a network of centres 
was planned which would be- linked by Mobile Repair Units. , \ - -i .e_ 

. 

C,omponents, of the in- service training courses &clude woodwork, metal- *--a- 
work and ‘glasswork, and participants construct apparatus th 

k 
mselves, It is 

not intended that teachers should be bulk producers of apparatus, but’ the 
actttity is’ destgned to boost the practical expertise of ,the teacher so that he 

‘. 
may become more confident in his ability to experiment and more innovative 
in his science teaching. .- 

, . -_ .- ‘- 
Apparatus so far constructed by the Centre h&& been based on .designs 

‘from the ‘Guid.ebook to Constructing Inexpensive Science Teaching I 
Equipment’, Volumes 1, 2 and 3 (1) - see photograph 41. Tn addition, appara- 
tus has been constructed for the Nigerian Secondary Science Project pilot’ I , 
schools, and also for the Primary Science Project based in Ahmadu Belle 
University, -Zaria. The Centre workshops have been able to cater for 5O- ’ 
100 pieces of a particular item at one time and development of the workshop,s . ,b 
currently befng undertaken should increase this capacity. The financing of 
the Centre is by the Federal Ministry of Education with UNDP/UNESCO 
assistance until 1976. ’ 

:.oJ ‘I * Guidebook to Constructing Inexpensive Science Teaching 1 I I-- ’ 

) “Equipment c L r’ v’ 
‘published 
,Maryland, 

University of -‘I. 
I’ USA. 

* 

, 
‘\ 

‘I 
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Asia- .. ‘. .- : . 1 
‘xl 

REGIONAL CENTRE - REC,SAti, PENANG ’ 
. 

o 
(1 F \ 

REC’SAM is the Regional Centre forEducation in Science and Mathematics.,’ 
- in Penang, Malaysia, ‘It is part of the South East Asian Ministries of _. . i 
Education Organization (SE,AMEO). It serves’ Thailand, Malaysia, 
Philippines , Indonesia, Singapore, Laos, Khmer and ‘South Vietnam. It 
runs conferen.ces and three-month 
science and 
bilateral assistance; for 1 * 
Development (DSE) is 
shop there, and@he British Council ha..5 funded ‘some 
Tiang Lim, the science training officer, has originated a lot+&;,the interest.- 
ing science apparatus prototypes which are.on display, and there’is a wide-, 

‘I ,I ranging stock of examples of science and.mathematics apparatus from many, , 
modern projects. Th,ere is a proposal to set up t$e’ prototype workshop 
(with DSE funds) quite soon to-design equipment for ,the SEAMEO countries 

B which, it is hoped, WY-1 thus be helped and encouraged by this regipnal’ Td’ ’ 
’ 

* effort to set up their own national centres, 
already exist. .L 

or to improve them where they ’ 

/ ” 
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‘Current developments 
.a k 

"As in most’ such ‘centres, the work is seen as, 
educational effort, but -without systematic 
clasgroom situations into which the 
tive and commercial networks upon 

institutes of 
with such analysis is ,,uncertain, 
reached any of the c0nference.s on apparatus.prqQuction. , 

Clearl,y there are +pecific and local examples of such planning with some 
Ministries of Education and with various projects (such a$ those of the UN 
organizations) which have undertaken educational development work involving 
school apparatus. 
the se initiatives , 

It wo&d be valuable to collect informatidn*on some of --~--.- 
with a view to anglysing it and making it available to the .’ 

planners of production units. The-Regional Centre for Educational 0 
Innovation and Technology (TNNOTECH) is; in fact, already undehaking 
aspects of this at qu$te a high level in a long- te-rm project. 
for key educators. 

It holds courses 
However, its work seems never to be referred to in the 

ground planning. of actual apparatus production - plans ‘which are rapidly 
becoming concrete in the region. 

4. 1 
‘\ BI ,,gi&P 

PRODUCTION CENTRES IN SOUTH EAST ASIA ’ ’ 
. 

.i $.v., 

THE UNIT IN BURMA 

The following account, taken from a U‘N Newshdet, will help to set the 
Indian NCERT production unit (see pages 22 - 23) in contekt and provide ‘an 

I indication of the history and the hopes that people .in the region have with 
regard to such enterprises. It consists of an interview with Sorem 

. ,Hakansson of UNri,SCO, Bangkok, the originator of and adviser to many of. 
the apparatus production schemes in the region. ,, 

‘This production unit is one of sever31 in Asia ihich owe their exis- . . I 
tence to the example’of a small, industry set.up in 1964 at the Rangoon 

* Arts and Science University to make &ienc.e equipment for education. 
All Asian nations have expressed a commitment to mass education and ‘, 
many have made’ remarkable rog;re$$A towards achieving it. This 
commitment, %oupled w-ith.th H wish that the pupils should experiment 
for themselves in their science learning,. has brcnight hqme to them the 
need for vast quantities of science te&hing equipment. Production in 
Rangoon began in 1965 and has risen to the point where by 1972 .about . 
200,000 Xyat- worth of such equipmen;t per year w+s being turned over ’ 

, to the Director of Education. To have imported this ‘Gould hav&.,cost 

h the equivalent of about 4@;000 IXyat. A Very important point, of . 
course, in all this is the saving pf local currency, which in this case ‘. 
is a saving of nearly 100,000 US dollars. (One dollar is worth about 
4.8 ISyat at the official exchange ratei) By. 1972’ the R&goon workshop 
had 52 full-time technicians 

, 
L to: 100 temporar’y korkers during 

I 
summer vacations r&try students from the 

. 

for :no pay: Th; items . 
‘thosk needed fbr high, $cqool ’ _ 

. galvanometers, ‘makets, ‘. ‘, 
F ’ e 

,, \. 
: - . I 

-- 

’ e 

w .I 
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T Asia . 
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prisms, calorimeters, tuning forks, lenses, hy&ometers, etc. 

‘Today one form or another of a school science’equ-$pm,ent facilfiy .. _- Y-..- 
exists or is about to be established in Bangladeih, J.ndi_li,~ ln.donesia,. :. _, -.-.-LL 
the Republic of Korea, Nep,al, PaQstan, the Philippines, and Sri ! ” 
+nka. In some, the Burmese pattern prevails;:with the manufacturing~ ’ 
of the school science eqtiipment:done.atthe facilityitself. “In other ..- 
co&n-tries, 

_(~.,. 
with ~J-L established tradition of small-scale manufactiring: 1 -.]I, 1 

for example Bangladesh;India and Pakistan - ,@e f&cilitymerely*does -’ ;“. ::, 
the design work% produc.ing., pilot models..suited..to~.tl7~~ne,ed$ &bo,th -,:.-::-,,-s;+ ‘+: 
, student and serial productio,n, eth actual productidn%eing carried out. a:‘~ .]‘:::l:: 
by priv&e industry. ‘; . :. I, (I i ‘* 

.v:,- .,’ */.,_ 
. ,. ‘._ I ‘. 

- ‘. I. I) , 
- ‘.. _. _ . --y-x!: 

‘This project is-“mentioned in some detail here.both becauseitwas (, - 
the first of its kindin the regionand becauseits success and the , 
consequentspread of the idea is a pointer to the future. It has been 
given help by the UN through-the provision ofUNESC0 experts in* 

.. I 

equipmentprodu’St$on and building planning and by the contribution of’ 
, some 290;000,U$.‘dollars-worth ofassistanc. byUNICEF. Under the -- -1. 
Colombo Plan, Australia has contributed some 40,(3X) US dollars- 
worth of machinery and supplies. I 

s . 

. ‘From its Burmese place of origin the idea oflocalmanufacturing of. 
science teaching equipment has spread outward to other countries.of 
the region. Experts from UNESCO andother international organi- 1 ’ 
zations, muchimpressedduking visitstothe country, have-&rried 

The idea has been repeatedly promoted at the regional ’ the message. 
science-teaching &id school science equipment seminars, which ’ - 
UNESCO sponsors. ;-E-- - .-. 43 I 

.,- 
,* 

‘The success of the project has overcome some.of the doiibts of 9 LG+ : 
surrounding countries as to whether they could find the‘trained’ 
personnel, the machinery and the facilities. The doubt, of course,a.. 
remains as to whether such an enterprise could -be;instituted.and.i’ - 

‘...-: 
’ 

continue as an ordinary commercial, self-financing (if notprofit- 
mdking)fienterprise. 
*often years. 

This seemsvery unlikely over an initial period 
Thefinancialinputfotbe Rangoon workshop hasbeen 

of the order of half-a-million US dollars whilgthe apparatus produced IL. 
has been of value about one quarter of a million US dollars. The (1 -. 

. funding agencies would have been able to provide twice as much equip- 
mentto the schools over this periodifthey had merely imported the 

_ . 

items. This, of course. is invalid as adverse criticism on several0 * . . counts.’ j’ ‘,. hi 
.- B . . 

‘. a 
i m J. . 

‘It i!s a primary task of international agencies to help countries’to 
‘-‘-9 

v < 
help themselves even thougblong periods elapse before countries can 
support the work themselves.. It would, ofcotirse, seem natural. ’ ’ ’ 
that the shorter this period is-the better, provided~that the burden 1~ 
thattfie co,~,ntry thereby imposes onitself is aCceptable. Further; ’ 
aid.of theYtype considered here is fully intended as a free,initial 
pro&ion, ‘not part.of a.profit and loss transaction. Of great $1 i, 
importance too is the modelit provides for subsequent developm&ts “. .-’ 
in other areas - and in this the Burmese projecthasbeen par@$iularly~.,7.ZLW~ *. 
fertile. ; - I / 

. i 

” -“‘;‘;“----c[ - _’ 
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Current developments 

‘In Burma, the Science Workshop Superintendent U Chit Xhiang says: 
“We expect to see annual production”volume, as well as the number of 
employees, multiply by 4 or 5 times over the next four years. 
now we’re producing science kits for high schools. But we in 
soon to produce science kits for use in primary and middle schools. 
We’re already testing the pilot kits; ” *. . : . : I, ’ 

a ::, ., 
‘The ultimate aim is to manufacture all the science teaching equipment _ 
nee’ded at primary level (for use by teachers) a$ well as alLYhat 
required at middle and high school levels. The anticipated expansion ““>, 
includes broadened production facilities. ‘To their present machin-ery “, 
for metal-working and glass-working the’Work.shop directorate,,expects 
to add machinery for plastics working - injection moulding,, blow 

‘,, 
I 

moulding and vacuum forming. =. i . ; 
-\ ‘a I. 

‘6r Maung Maung Kha, Rector of the Rangoon Arts and ‘science 
Univer.sity says, : “The advantag+s of setting up our own plant fog 
producing school science equipment go beyond just a saving of 1 .l. t 
foreign exchange. We have pro”vided new .jobs. We now have trained . 
*technicians , we have acquired technical know-how. Moreover~, the i 
school science kits we produce ape better suited to the needs of our D 
0i-n science courses, 
produced kits. ” 

that we have ourselves developed; than foreign- 
0 
8” 

, 
‘The chemistry.kit built at the Workshop, which .was designed by a 
professor at- the Rangoon Ar.ts and Science University* demonstrates ‘. 
the point. A semi-micro kit, it not only consumes one-,tenth the 
quantity of chemicals required by normal- scale lab kits, but makes *, ~ 
ingenious use of discarded materiyls - empty penicillin bottles, for - .1 
-example, serve perfectly’as -semi-micro reagent bottles. n ’ 

. 0 . . ’ 
s. > 

‘The’Burmese’project ,has also introduced antier change <into the’. : 
region-: Many of the countriek of Asia have had no small precision 
industry at all. They do not have the technicians such ‘industry needs. . ‘, 
Good craftsmen they have, men who can turn out one beautifully-made- 
item of a kind f but preci.sion technicians, i?ho can turn out 5QO units 
exa&tly the same,. exactly meeting blueprint sp&if&ations, and corn- c 

0 pletelyinterchangeable - these have not been- available.. *,< _ 
I , 

Soren &.kans son, the UNE,SCO consultant prin?ipally aSsociated. V? 
workshop in Rangoon, said recently: ‘1 look ahead ten.or. twenty years; I 
see the Asian science teaching equipment‘&du&g largely taking,care of the 
needs of the countries. here: but I see more. Because a large part&of the 

and, labour l’s much _ 
;sible that Q ’ I 

” ,Dment i-n .* 
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Some of the apparatus has been-designed:by’UiL’ESCO experts: , It takes 
the form -of kits for primary and secondary level., The primary science kit ’ 
is for’an integrated study, though most of the materials are for physic-s’. 
The secondary kits are at a series of levels in’physics, mathematics, 
chemistry and biology. The NCERT workshops,produced t-be early proto- 
types and Soren llakansson of UNESCO drew the blueprints. UNICEF is 
supporting early stages of the production of primary kits, some 20,000 of ’ 
which have been produced .by local industry. (This is, of course, only a 
small proportion of the need: there are SQO,OOO primary schools in India.) 
IQ fact, ‘it is -rare for UNICEF to purchase locally -‘usually it is cheaper 
to purchase in- Europe to an easily checked good quality.7 In this case, they ‘%’ 
must feel that, provided the schools use the’ apcaratus ‘effectively, the ’ 
project will prove worthwhile. At present, UNICEF is responsible for . 
seeking out m&u acturers of the items; quality .controlling them and getting 

primary science iit 
them. assembled into -the kits. Photographs 19-25 show examples from the . ..- - .’ . 

mostly prototypes. The quality is now higher though 
qualiv cpntrol is s&l a serious problem.‘ ti : = * ” .‘, 

study in 1970/7.1 for 
UNICEF-and reassured them about ihe pro t into which they are putting 
some millions,of dollars fgr at least the pilot phase. The CEDO recommen- , 
dations included the following points: . ’ * 

\ L 
0 

. 
The NCERT should not be left [high and dry for funds with’a partially 
complete- project - there is a moral obligation upon the Indian 
Government and UNICEF to help see it through. 

: 
The planned- sta&ng and physical facilities of key institutions should d 
be strictly enforced be3’ore apparatus is supplied. ~ h” : 

. 

The supply of modern sylla.buses and instructional materials in _-, i , 
training colleges is an urgent necessity. c .- . 

The kit% must go to all’colld~~s which train elementary and middle, 
school teachers. a 

The proj’ect must be widelyand realistically spread within the States . ,, 
k 
) 

of India in a-properly phased manner and* the release-of-kits ‘and ;, :: ’ , 
materials must be dependqnt on the maintenance of, a good standard of , 
training . 

. 6 ‘ F’ * _ 
Teacher re-training courses should be six weeks or at the worst, 
four. It is no use aiming to’ t&in o,nly on,e teacher per school. 

The project should be tried -in car,eful steps for three’ye$rs ,before I ’ 
general implementation is considered. 

The States should be responsible for their own curriculum and should 
be prepared to vary the writkh materials as the 

B 
translate them. 5 

There must be a proper repair,service for the /school kits, . 
/’ . ‘. 

‘a * . 0 
Supervisors have a very important role in getting the,materials used: 0 

The ministry must have an officer c&ice+ned exclusively 9th the ” . 
project. : ’ -.~ -~ -~ * r : 
There sho&ld be improved communications between States, between the- 

~~~ ‘Mirristry and States, and between N C--ERT+nd- -UNIGE?3+nd~ t~St&s-i--- -- 

,’ _----;--I- 
____ -__-- -----.--. -~-- --- i-~.. ._ .~ ,, _._._-. ..~ _- . . . . -. . - 
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itself written.a great deal about all aspects of this 
explanatory books to detailed ceports. There,are, of ' 

course, School tekts, apparatus lists, teacher'3 guides, many ofthesein ? 
- , severalversions.!and various State languages. Although it'doesnot-cencern ' 

this.p_resent review'booklet, the NCERT is workiKg:4n all the school sub- . 
_-- __..- --- -- _ jects and similar materials for theSe subjects are being created. -=- T (+. '> . 

Some States in India have their own science development projects with 
. 

apparatuSand written materials. That of Bombay is perhaps the most 
developed of these. ~~ -. -.- 

-- 
, *i'. , / " 

CO~MERCIA$INDIANMANUFACTURE 

. I 

muchindust 

-* manufacturer> and a government standards certification establishment. The 
school science apparatus produced is the standard, sturdy, old-fashioned 
stuff.. 

. 
I 

These Indian commercialmanufactu~ers might possibly benefitgreatly. 
from*some good advice on'howto suit their productiontothenew educational 

. I needs of their country, the region; and the rest of the world, They have 
adequate potential, the needs exist, andth&&vernment could,encourage 

. . 
export in material ways 1 such as tax rebates on materials puTchased 
abroad and subsequently exported as in-anufactured goods. In many cases the 
government will~provideloansito industry. A parallel could be drawn here 
with Pakistan, which manufactures and,exports to Europe'surgical operating 
equipment to a high standard. The factory a!t Sialkot was, apparently, set rf i' 
up with German assistance, andYthe equipmentboughtb'y UNICEF. UNICEF 
and other international agencies.would consider the purchase of science 
teaching ap6aratu.s from-Indiaifthey could be assured of a commercially 
satisfactoryis,upply.- -Naturally there are many economic factors, such as , 
currency availability, to be considgred in such export hopes. As yet, 
Indian produktion is stil1in.a s.eller's market *thin the country and is * ',, 

y export-conscious. . 

on Indian manufacture e'xistsin various trade directories --- : , .: 
Organizations such as the National'Small Industries" 
surveys ofpotentialmanufacturers, production ~ 

capacity-, quality standards, pricesiQsp,ection anddistribution.- Many ,;\ p 
similar poten~~.~o~o-bta~i~g-lsach necessary&f&mation~ 

India has so industries and 9.8 million smaller ones, 
econcerned principally with agricultu(re, so the need for 
atory surveys bef0r.e embarking on a.commercial or quasi- 

, ,z 

obvious.,_& most countries it is equally wise if not , 
j_ -. i, 
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INDONESIA- 

Indonesia-has some 14 million primary school pupils. The schools.rarely 
have more u a blackboard, some'chalk and a few textbooks. The teachers, _ 
if they do any sxence atall, teach it by rote, knowing li 
or of the newtapproaches to teaching. There is almost 
in the.schools. There are-sther formidable problems. Indonesia's popula- 
tio'n of some 116 million is spread over three thousand islands, and probably 
some 30 million children have never attended school. 

Nowthatevents connected with the rise in oil prices have made Indonesia 
richer, it propose,s to spend some millions of US dollars on school science 
equi.pment. This is already going ahead at the secondary level although 
there are at present few schools and teachers satisfactorily prepared for 
using the equipment.- The teacher problem is much worse in the primary h 
schools. Over the years Tndonesiahas receivedquite ala of apparatus 

'- from international aidsschemes, though educationiststhere have reported 
.i that much ofitis'unused by teachers because.they.lackthe necessary 

preparation to.handle sophisticated equipment. This sortof waste has been 
. perpetratedin many countries and will occur again unless designers look 

realiStically at the whole system of countries into which'apparatus is to 
' be introduced.," 

I 0 n + 

The curriculum in science is aligned with environmental needs between 
grades 4 and 6 (72 per cent of the working population arein agriculture), 
but the teaching has been very rigid. New curricula in mathematics and 
science are,nowin existence and about 60 million textbooks have been " 

published to date, with aid from UNICEF and the Canadian government. 
e I' 

3 Some prototypes of,apparatus &dkits are designed at the Science I( . 
Teaching Centre in Bandnng. Thereis one small manufacturer of school jl 
apparatus in Indonesia and some expensive foreign.app-arafis is available. 

._' ; t ,. . 

KHME.R . . ._ 
. . ' -. , 

- 
In+e Khmer-Republic; the Divjsion of Pedagogic Services"attempts the 
supply of apparatus 0~ a small scale. Some coursesin simple apparatus 
construction are available for teachers. There arenoteachers' centres 
but UNICEF has equipped workshops with,handtools andtheymake some ' . ' 
use ofthese. With the intention,of m,aking some apparatus locally, they" .7~Y,~.~~::~,-~.~ 
haee imported some prototypes (from Western catalogues),' There have been.* '""'.-; 
meetings concerned with modifying and simplifying these prototypes but no ' -, 
one there is expertinthe matter. a .' 

'8 'D .' 

Khmer hassenta.iot o? trainees to REC'SAM over the years, S&e ",, . . 
protows,, based on RECSAMand UNESCOdesigns, have beendesigned by 
the Primary Inspector-ate for schools,in Phn'm Penh. These prototypes are. 
to be tried out in selected classes and, 2f.the-y are satisfactory, pupils' 
booksand teachers' guides'wi,H be prepare 

,,= d 

-A 

to guide their use., 

'6'hotograph 26 shows examples ofpapier mache bag-reliefmode>s.and 1 Y 
liio-cut printing blocks made'in‘Khmer. 
Y 

T isis'about the 'Limit of.what'is 
Priorityof interest is in,the use of local material, and,. 

, " _~--~ -- 
ydeatpresent. 
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c, 
.* 
during 197J’some thirty teachers l&l a six-mont% training course in its 

. construction. The thirteen small workshops, set .J$ originally by UNICEF 
for developing skills of primary school children; are currently beingsused z 
to pr.oduce teaching it.ems. The raw material used is what the children can 

:. bring in, plus that ‘bought with what fnnd s the Educational Development 1_ 
Committee can provide. The hope is that eventually all the primary schools 
of Phnom Penh can be supplied. In- service training oft district supervisors 
and principals will be organized in order to pass on the new -ifdeas. Then 
the principals will train their staff. This training concentration,on key ’ 
personnel is insisted upon.. (See also the section on Vietnam. ) 

I 
In the long;erm, Khmer ‘realizes something much bigger is needed. 

. There are some general,plans, and some help from RECSAM and IWNOTECH 
J and other international and regional agencies is hoped for in ,developing ’ 
them. There is a strong realization that their educational system is I , . 
iDrrelevant to the needs ,of the t’ountry and that training methods are 
outmoded. Any improvements have happened only in Phnom Penh but they ! , 
feel that improvement in rural schools is becoming a priority. The war has, i , 
of course, prevented this. ) 

1, ’ 
,\ :- 

KOR’EA -1. 

There. is a small amount of science tc’achi;l 
/ . 

‘g apparatus ,manufacturedJ in the 
Repurblic of Korea by commercial firms. In addition, the Kyongpook Student 

* Science Centre, Taegu, alid I Ioein,cs%n~ Teaching Materials’ Wareh,ouse,o 
A Kangwon-do, produ.ce small quantities. Some small- scale industry which 

once produced science teaching apparatus has now turned over to other 
products,- but the cap’ability to produce it must still exist?. There is ~! 
commercial production of scien-tific equipment - such as &ens; thermometers; 
balances - .not specifically intended for schools but usabl%by them. 

,.. ‘, 5’ 
a. 

Mr Hakansson, who prepared a report on design and production of school 
* 

science equipment in Korea (UNESCO-,Regional Office for Education in Asia, 
. Bangkok, August 1972); states that although there was a fair amount of - ’ 
apparatus in schools and colleges,- much .of it was traditio’nal and not a 

designed for the present curriculum and/student use. The equipment in 1 

most of the colleg’es wars supplied through UNICEF assistance. ’ * 
% ?!F 

There is a proposal to set up a’ Sck.oo-1 Science ‘Equipment Centre to 
_’ 

design for ,mass production, and this may well by now have made some pro- 
gress. Details-of this proposal are fully set out in Mr Hakansson’s . _,. 
report. :. 

\\ Y 
‘~ \ 
\ i .=: _ \ ; 

LAOS 
\\ ;i 0 I ’ 
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7 

Ponniah of RECSAM, 
,few materials - 
is terribly war- :’ 

. ‘“;: 
teat-hers can and will-make things for themselves n ____A_- _ ;. l.~._ .~~._~ __~- , , 
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i_ Asia - 

The Directorate ‘of Materials;, and Educational Productions produces some ’ 
very simple materials. 
Pedagogic Centre, 

T@e Ministry of Education has created the National i 
within which the .Department of Pedagogic Materials will ~ 

produce materials for primary schools throughout the country. 0 

They express the need for some short-term cons,ultants in the develop- 
: ment of science teaching material. They also wish to-duplicate in Large 
quantities some suitable materials developed by RECSAM. Thus here, as ’ 
in most countries of the area, there iS a need for help to set up a national 
science/mathematics workshop and get advisers to train counterparts. As 
with many othey countries in a like situation in the area, their need would 

, attract funds if an adviser would help them prep*are and submit ‘a proj,ect 
proposal. 

,I .: Y 

MALAYSIA 
. 

Malaysia already manufactures more than half its secondary school needs 
for science teaching apparatus. It has recently instituted new curricula at * 
this level. The Curriculum Development Centre in Xuala,Lumpur is 3 
re-designing equipment for thevteaching of integrated science in the class- ’ ? 
room.(as ‘opposed to apparatus which needs to be used in labo&torx r.ooms).’ - . 
Prcsumably;it is hoped this will then be produced by local manufacturers, . 
since there will be a large market. 

6 
Primary~curricula remain as they were’. Apparatus is being developed .*. ,,’ 

at the Centre to suit these curricula - apparatus prototypes for local 
component manufacture. These components will be assembled in schools. 

. 
_ *,’ 

A few items in course of development at the Curriculum Centre are s own 
in photograph 27. The full work, on apparatus development will, begin in 
1975 when a permanent building is put up. This will,: : 

1: 

Develop prototype equipment-of physics, chemi.&ry, biology and 
\- 

social scienc-e, for pre- school, primary and lower secondary level, 
for pupil. use and teacher demonstration. 4 
investigate the use of local materials. 

Give technical know-how to local manufacturers (in die and mould- 
making, for instanc&and educational/cusriculum advice. 

” 
Lend its machine facilitie’sto other Ministry of Education depart- 
ments - ETV, for example, .x 

-..., i 
, 

Effect quality control on manufacturers, vet samples and advise on ~ 
the suitability of tenders. . -\ 

“\ 
,* 

.1 , ’ .*.I 

On rare occasio-ns, actually manufacture. “ \_. . . 
. 

Exhibit. 
. 

,_ 
. 

Malaysia does not expect its, teachers’to improvise the ne&&&_ ‘-’ 
apparatus for teaching; there are too-many difficulties. In any:+&ase., ~%WIIX$-- 
science equipment manufacture is now a fast-developing loc’al industry. a 
Plenty of commercial production facilities exist, much -of it in.~small -, ‘. 
workshop /cottage industry form, given toe a single type of product - such .as ,c ,, 

. . ;--- ?.-A :- 
~~ ~_----~- -- - ~_~-~~~- . . ,E ,*’ 

! 
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thermo-plastic articles. eThese are often in the nature of family affairs, ’ 
often with rather crude machinery and ill-paid workers, but tiell- suited to 
science apparatus manufacture. There is also a rapidlylexpanding sophis.tii 
“rated industry: this can be seerin the industrial estate beside Penang . :- 
ai&ort. a . * 

.’ - 1 
Malaysia would provide. a very informative case%udv for anyone want&g 5 

to- examine how school science .apparatus production is being successfully Y. ‘ 
pursued. The Ministry’of Education is obviously both keen and effective ii 1 

,B getting the process going. RECSAM has provided advice and training? and. 
the materials are available in’ the, country. CEDO (‘British Council) has 
provided cons’ullants for the ntw;&rricula and textbooks. 

,, 
, / . , - /’ 

. . 
r* . , * ; 

NEPAL ’ ‘-: 
. ,’ 

‘w f , 3 ; . . .~ 
A,Sci, nce Equipment Centre has been established in Xathmandu., It was 

7% initial- set up as a distribution centre for imported, school science equip- 
ment. Plans are now in’hand for the Ccntre to be used to d&eLop and pro- 
duce equipment locally, albngside the dev.elopment of curhcula being 

c carried out b> the Curriculum Development Centre.. ,. . 
., . _,. ~ 2 

PAXISTAN .’ 1; 
\ - , 

*. , 
* 

There has been for some time an gducat&onal Equipment. Centre in Lahore. 
This Centre has been attempting to construct apparatus suitable to&local 
needs : * generally such items have been copies of traditional apparatus. . 
Plans exist to improve the facilities and activities of this Centre. , 

, , ,’ 
PAPUA NEW GU1NE.A ,’ ” 3 

i, ‘~ 
.1 

‘_^ 
An example of an ‘integrated science’ primary school course which uses a 
mixture of standard’and lo.cal resource material ‘is the’Papua Nep Guinea 
Primary Science,project (1). It is ap easy one for other projects to smdy 
because ,it’s 200 or so work-cards - produced in--three handbook> for ‘* 
teachers - each carry a photograph of the materials being used. An 
example is shown in photograph 30. ’ ? 

UWJCEF originally supplf.ed,&,e standard app-aratus, consisting of six= 
teen types of item for the pup!ls to use and aabout tyro dozen t.es.of item ” 
with which the teacher can d.emonstrate. The Education D&par%nerit su’ @ed- 
some sixteen tS&pes of comm,on or domestic item, x ’ available locally,. :Eac kit 1 
caters for” forty pupils and is housed .i? a lo’ckable ‘cabinet with pull-out 

/ 

In addition, children ‘collect and brin.$ in materials from home.and ’ 
their surroundings. Thus there are similarities with the Africaa.P‘rimary I 
cience Programme but the PNG. project hasamore’defined se? of experi- 8i 

ments and uses some schoo;l science appara&s of a standard type.. / 
t-.- - -._. ..b-.> ..-.a-.- _ ,.--___- --*.-a..__ ..-..__- -.“*..+ 

(1) <Papua New Guinea Primary Science.’ . _’ ,‘., / 

published by the Jacaranda P.ress, Elizabeth -Street; ; 
E&bane, Australia. ..- ~.~__.. : - 

. ~. .; ./ 
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TltE PIIILIPFINES . 

1 . 

The Philippines schobl system is very active in riculum devU;pment, Tn ;, 
addition to the work of the Department of Educayo and Culture, the 1 0 

: University of the Philippineq, through its Scier&& Education Cent+, has 
’ produded curriculum guides ,I teachers’ guides and pupilsD texts, some ,+ill 
’ in a pilot stage and some in g@ommercial publicati&, . ; _ 

, . . 

TheKe are private and public schools.‘ D‘espite efforts by tl-ie Department’ 
and foreign and UN agencie$, the problem of supplying science materials t? 

schools, is almost insurmountable. 
” Standard items of loc+lly (imporrted) at veryjliigh 

the richer schools can”accjuire them. /Most 
other apparatus is of a horqie-made &rt pu&hased ou$ ofgetty casfi or the 
tcaiher’s own pocket. T’h&re are ,courses &n the use of i<expeasive . . . 

by international agencies.; Teachers otiganiz< 
the const&ction of UNE$CO Source Book items. ’ 

make a small amoun$,of’apparatis but this 
l’ittle known about. One or two equipmetit 

firms have open’ed up in /the last few years and some’ &porters hav’e begun - 
msn~=tfacture to new cur l’iculum specifications but tb’& output is small at ’ 
j: s-.<?scnt. I, r ,>* . ” ‘/_ . 

U ?: ESCO has done, a study~ ofs(liens~;leq18~~meatin~P~hilip~~~ .schools-_ _ 
. with 3 view to gettiny a p ilot production uni;t in operation. Essqqtially, this 

a!;i t would make protdtypes and pur%<@‘their manufacture far encxlgh to 
.!.-m’onstrate to locdi industry the viability,, costing, and technical processes 
illVOlVCd ; and, hopefully, convince local ipduskry to uz&Z%‘ake ,manufac&re. 

Tile UNESCO report itself is ?UNESCQ-ONDP Feasibility Study on the 
Production of School Science Equipment in the Philippine_s_l by C+pden, 
flakansson ‘and Crellin. (Manila, July 1972. Published, in‘ternal document, 
at Vangkok by UNESCO. BK/72/D291-200.) This Gery 
brings out many of the probletis and possibilities faced by a !r 

apparatus production unit. o 
^. 

, 

SI>JGAFO.RE 
. , 

Singapore schools are relatively rich and there are few major proble’ s in 
getting apparatus into t$P schools. The curricula are changing, ho 

*. so new apparatus ha& to be obtained. f At present app-aratus is bough-$ 
vep 

* locally from firms which either manufactur4 or import the items. Qu si- 

t* 

‘. L ; 
$overnmental industrial agencies have helped. in the design and produ ‘tion ; 
of science apparatus for sale td scho’ols. 1 ’ , 

I ;: i I \ 

Gits i there is a proposal to mass-@rodu& th,+re. ,(Most other u 
proto-e makers ; or they make small batches; or they set out 1 
strate possibilities and castings ,-to encourage local industry to ,UI 

Y ’ 

nil& are 
to ’ emon- 

F. 

L. 
Id rtake ‘, 
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" prod= .'orr.) To this end, 

P 

it is getting mass-production machines such as ,/" 
turre'lathes, a foundry, and a glass-blowing unit. Mr'Hakans‘son tisited' 

0 the u+in early 1974; ‘there is a'report(interna1 document with restri+ted 
. -. circufat++UNESCCI,, Bangkok1974, BKS/74/D/219-25). CEDOfnow 

', British'Council) was earlier involved in this unit and has docum~tati~on on 
various aspe.cts. \, . ,,' ,.l .1 

% .* ' Q _' -9 e .' 
<'THAILAND 

. r . 
e 

-. 

In Thailand; elementary schools desperatelyalackteachers capable of 
teaching any.science. There& a general teacher shortage and many 
teachers haveto do,a second jobin the evening to earn aliving wage. .Text- 
books are, on the whole; unsatisfactory; some are,v&.poor. Most 
elementary schools in Thailmd.are totally devoid of any s&t qfteaching %*' 

*x 

material for science, or indeed other subjectsJ~ 
t . . _ 

1 
A number of Elementary ScieJlce Supervisors.have*prepared some 0 '- 

teachers' manuals, supplementary books, experiment books, and lists of : .- 
apparatus, to help develop science education. Some'oftbe supertisors 
have been to RECSAM for courses over the iastthreey,ears, and since,- 
their re*%urn have been writing work-sheets in conjunction with a"Ford 
Foundation research project. One sup.ervisor has designed,a sample - " 

: science kit,< photograph 29 - with the hope of getting it replicated and dis- 
tributedto el,erPientary schools. However, its cost is around,65 US dollars, 
and ittherefhre reflects rather badly on.the realism-of this and other 
supervisors' projects. , J-a 

7 

., 

The Department of General Education run=.short courses for supervisor:' ,- 
on modernizing elementary education which include appar-atus use and- 
bimprovization. UNICEF has started planning an elementary science rentre 5 
in'phyathai School, Bangkok(a library, laboratory and workshop)to-be , 
equipped with apparatus, audio-visual aids and workshop tools. .- 

In a very yell-endowed programme for the improvement of-secondary .' '- 
science,teaching, the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and .- 
Techndlogy(a Thaigovernmentand UNDP project)in,Bangkok designs and 
makes prototype and sma&l-scale productionruns‘of apparatus for its 
ne"wly-designed,curricula? _ ,Examples are shown in.photagraphs28 and 31.' . 
It expects to work.e&p&marylevel,equipmentla$er. Tt has a fine displ'ay 
of this equipment - for mathematics, 
huge new building behind t$e UNESCO office. 
Curriculum Information Senyice (Education,,Lnf 
Department, 10 Spring Gardens, L,ondon S.W. 

. and also some of the books of specificatio 
apparatus. *' 

Priortothe full IPTSTpro&amme, Ke 
(UNESCO).des9gned some apparatus at Ban 
technicians (see.photograph 32). One ofth 
ZPTST; the other t&;-attracted by weal 
is a .frequent pro'blem: nationals in 
national civil service rates ifin a 
once-they are trained th&y realize t 
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i , Asia/Latin America 
- ‘,-. I \ 

The UNESCO Pilot Project for Chemistry Teaching i 
took place in Bangkok. 

2 Asia31964-1970, 
It was a high-level chemistry;project using high- 

level techniques and was mostly in English:’ A bland evaluation was ,pre- 
pared in January 1972 by UNESCO, Paris (SC/WS//505). In contrast, the ’ 
IP TST has looked for locally- available chemicals and materials and has to ’ 1 
some; extent,aligned its syllabus on these. ,“, .* e’ 

. . . 
_’ i 

’ . . / 
. 

VIETNAM I - ’ 
/j, . 

. /I . 
The Republic of Vietnam has no’spar;’ space in.its classrooms so there is ‘, 
little chance of science materials being used,for years to come - at pAmary i 
level, at least. Teachers use ‘some flash-car$s and wall+cha@s, locally 
produced by silk: screen prin.ting, but with sixty or seventy pupils per class 

,i 

-. L -’ ,I 
p - and sometimes three s&h classes in onesroom - there ig’no other possi- 
bility in the public schools.. Private schools have around! 100 pupils per 
class. . / 

* 

In‘s recent conference, the Vietnamese delegate offici lly reported his h =. _ \ 
country’s difficulties in terms such as ‘How can we get an overhead pro- - 
j ector easily? ’ ‘How can we buy a video recorder without tax?’ Mean- 
while, the morning’s newspaper (which the conference delegaies had just 
read) carried pathetic pictures of children taking home-made desks along’toq 
sit on the beach near Quang Tri. Formal ‘reports at internahional con- 
ferences often do not show the truth, and this in no way helps donors to hit ’ 
the right level of internatignal,.aid. The U SAID programme, has supplied’ : 
Vietnam with one hundred ,movie projectors: the Overseas T,&chnical Agency , 
of Japan has given projectors and video-tape recorders.to set up, an audio- ” 
visual. centre. Yet, in most’ Vietnamese schools there is no electricity; ‘. 
only a few of’thelargest schools have a Laboratory; and there are no repair- 
facilities except in the central workshop in Saigon (Ho Chi Minh City>. , ,,.,,/I 

, 

There are’ divisional, provinc$al and reiional centreh through which ,*;’ /,“’ ’ 
apparatus in.nova,tion could’be introduced - at’.present these are large_lyXA’:i 
sup:ervisory. In a conference in Penang- in 1973, an ‘officer remarked that in ‘, + 
. ex/ French colonies no teacher- would dare to introduce new ideas that were. . 

P .n,ot’ first suggested-by the inspectorate. This is 

P atter. Its positive side was also aSserted; i c 
herefore an’organiz;a~onal. 
an inspector, passes &4 some. 

: pnew ideas and says that he will later check and see whether they ha&been 
implemented, they will be taken up. The ,officer asserted that -REC SAM 

i 

I 

should ‘go and thump t-he table and get this done’. 
: ‘1. --- 

/ 
‘\ 
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BRAZIL ’ 
P I., ‘\ ,’ 

: ‘I .: ,/’ 
I’ , 

Th.e UNESCO Pilot Project! on’ the Teaching of”Physics dperated in Sa< 
Paulo, Brazil from 1963- 1964 at the Institt$o Brasiliero de ‘E&cacao,.+ 
Ciencia e Cultura (IBECC). Lt wasconceived as being for “ihe ‘whole ofLath 

~.~ _... -.-_-~ 
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c 
c America (as was the Chqmi,stry Project in. Bangkok for Asia, and’the Biology 

Project for Africa). ~ 

The project limited itself to the topic of Light’ The team was made ‘up of 
three UNESCO experts, three consultants, and twenty- six teachers from 
universities and pedagogical institutes in eight Latin American countries. 
- They developed, and’physically made, ~200 lots of eight kits. One of these is 
shown diagramatically in photograph 33. These experimental kits were 
accompanied by-50 hours of student instruction in mimeographed n 
programmed-learning text% in Spanish and Portugues,e.” The team &so 
produced twelve short silent (single-concept) Bmm. films, and prepared a 
30 minute sound film and eight television programmes., This tour de force 
took only one year. 

The materials are still available (commercially, it is thought) and are 
probably now at least partly translated into English. Further details can be 
had from Dr Nahum Joel (who was assistant director of the project), 

4, 

UNESCO, Paris. < The project is also described in a UNESCO booklet 
(reference SC/WS/~~O). 1 

The FUNBEC kits, which have already been mentioned on pages 5 - 6 and 
which will be mentioned again on pages 43 and&, are also of importance in 
Brazilian and Latin American context. I 

COSTA RICA f .-’ 

Apparatus for local construction has been designed in Costa Rica by the _ 
Programa Conjunto Gobierno- UNE SCO-UNICEF , under the Ministry of- 
Public Education, San Jose. Detailed drawings have been. produced and . ” 
some prototypes made, using wood, tinplate and .metal strip.! A few of these 
items are shown in photograph 36. Blueprints are shown in photographs 34 
and 35. It was hoped that local workshops would be able to undertake the 
production but there was some doubt about the commercial viability of fhe 
enterprise, but this information is only up to 1972. & that stage, they 
were considering using instead the low-cost Japanese “mini- science plastic 
kits. * 

F-r = 
f 

< 
i ISRAEL :~, 
: -9 
; 

The Curriculum Centre of the Ministry of Education and Culture in.. 
Jerusalem, Israel, has created a non-vocational curriculum for a modern ‘I 

t approach to agriculture and rural science, They have produced apparatus-’ 
kits, books’ work- sheets, blueprints for.‘l,and laboratories’ andso on. 

.c There is a general description of The proje tin a Mini&y publication in T h. ? 
English : ‘Let’s GroSj’.Plants’ (Ministry of’ k 
Jerusalem, 1971). 

. . ducati-on and Culfyre; - s 
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In Israel, a commercial firm, Or andjKo1 (I), produces science teaching 
apparatus of a simple, mode& kind - seine of which may be to Soren 
Hakansson’s designs. It is mainly appl$cable to secondary 
it is for physics. .Some samples are shown -in photographs 
.firm, which is half government owned,iplanned the 
the sponsorship of UNESCO. The simplicity of 
consecjuent relatively lower cost) of mtany df,the 
with much of the commercial apparat& available else&here. a 

ix 

(11 Or,and Kol,’ Israeli Corporation for Educational MaFerials ~ 

Limited, .&O EbenGvirel S$reet, Tel-Aviv, 1‘ 
, ‘. ’ 

The Ministry of i Technical Education established, s,ome eighteenyears ago, 
a Trade School to construct apparatus and equipment for the school system. 
This ‘Trade School’ employs some 1,400 people, and produces approxi- . 
mately 80% of the country’s educational equipment needs. ’ 2% 

-h . 

Approximately five years ago an,Audio-Visual Aids Unit was separately ‘yl ’ 
established to meet the educational requirements in this field.; l 

.-. 
/i .; 
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DESIGNS;J,DRAWINGS AND SPECIFl 

A source f& i$pecifications , descriptions 
manufacturers of primary level mathematic 
,;Apparatus for Primary SrhooLs’ (1). This 
the items< .A similar source for primary s 
Schools Part 4 - Materials and Equipment 
is given in:Part -1 in the same series and 
Parts 2 a.~-$! 3. i 2 

I )iJ * > i 11 ' j \ i 11 / * 
For,de$igns of modern appakatus for’teaching *secondary level science, a 

good sour+e is ‘Nu&eld Secondary Science - Apparatus Guide’ (3)‘. This * 
contains l@O pages of very clear line drawings in accurate plan or isometric 
projection showing important dimensions, ‘with descriptive notes beside each 
of &em. 

t 
nother sect&n/of the book giveis guidance on where it all fits into 

the Nuffie ‘d Secondary Science curriculum with further notes on’design, 
quantities needed, etc. A typical drawing ,is shown as, photogr,aph 39. ;. 

, :- /’ 
:, 

L 
Some texts are good sources of designs. 

‘Physics i& Fun’ by J. Jardine(4). Another, 
One with 5 lot&f’iiew ideas is 
with peg - board’&o%nting 

appar.a&s is ‘Introductory ;Physical Science : Labor.atory ‘Equipment and 
; 
i 

Apparatus’ (5). 

Blueprints engineerifjlg dratings h’ave already been 
mentioned as produced by several production units’. - The largest series of 
these (o&tside the presumably unavailabie designs of US, European’and 
Japanese firms) is that of the NCERT, Tn*dia.i They have produced five large, 
folders of ‘Specifi’cations and Mariufactukng~!~Drawings-‘: Primary Scfence, . 
Chemistry for middle stage, j Biology for imiddle stage, and two .Physics’kits. 
(There may now be more.) +I example i/s shown as photograph 25. , , ,,~~ 

,(11 Mathe&&cs Appaqatus for Pribary Schools4(Howson) 
\ - 
\ 

. ,publi&ed for CEDo (now Britilsh Council) by Heinemann 
Educational Books.Limited, 48' Charles Street, Lqndon ’ , 

’ . . ‘. I 

, 

r 

. 
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Books 
tZ .,..._. ‘i. --... . 2 . i 

(3) Nuffield Secondary Science - -Apparatus Guide 1 . r - . 
?J L.- . published by Longman Group Limited, Burnt Mill, Harjow,’ 

Essex, England. 

(4) Physics is Fun series by J., Jardine 
r 

published by Heinemann Educational Books Limited, 
48 Charles Street, Londo*WlX’8AH, England, -, m ’ ( 

(5) Introductory’ Physical Science : Laboratory Equipment and 
. 

Apparatus 
published by Prentice Hall-Incorporated, Englewood Cliffs, 

- ‘New Jersey 07632, USA.. 

APPARATUS ASSESSMENT AND CRITIQUE -O 
Y. 

An important source of. critiques of schools science -apparatus aiong ,with 
much associated information of a helpful and practica\ kind is in the monthly 

8’ 
bulletins of the Scottish School Science Equipment ‘Research Centrei (1). ’ I 
These have been produced. sfnce~ 1966- and the back copies constitute a mine 
of information. L -3 

(‘1) - . 
_. 

School Science-Equipment Centre, 103 Broughton Street, n . 4 
Edinburgh EHl. 3RZ, Scotrand. ’ c 

‘. e 

POTENTIALLY USEFUL B+IXS 
F 

ConferenceB, other than some ‘of those ,arranged by INNOTECH, rarely look’ 
at the needs and problems of educat3onal ‘aid production. as a system,o,rcpart 
pf a system - at least not fn an analytical and re’alisti#way.’ There are, 
howeveq;, books which do this; and &lthough some of them’ are oblique to the, 
purpose of ‘this. review, they throw. light on pertinent bu$ neglected aspects 
of the design and provision- of school teaching’ a;&. s 

’ ,; ” , 
pr c 

The principles of designing any kind of equipment for satisfactory use by * 
human beings are covered in ‘Ergonomics by K,;-F. H. Murrell(1); 
Although this is nominally about man in’ his work$ng environment, much of $t 
,&an begtransferred with a little imagination&to child&n working with . . . 
‘apparatus at”‘schoo1. This stidy not ,only concerns itself with a worker... 
handling. a piece of equipment but with thqde,&@’ of worktng environments to 
encourage motiv”&ti*on, good working attitude3, &-idlso 06: It is enlightening 
because it reveals that many problems in school paeal;lel t&hose 5n industry. 
Though many of the,problems have. been:solved or p&tiaL$ solved in 
industry little thought seems to have been given to,@pplying’ these analyses 
and techniques to schools, whose problems grow daily. ,. -~ 

v 1. I: -, ‘i i . ., 

An introduciory book about which much of the foregoing alsoapplies is J : 
‘Organiz,ation Theory”. edited-by D. S. Pygh (2). Again, although concerned, a.. 
with industrial orga&:ation, its approach Suggests powerful techniques for 
helping children to work i&school. 1 It covers many basic:-con&deratidns that - 

for introducing ‘t&ch$ng,;,airparatus into q n ’ 
ago recoggized and corrected :in,$ndus’- .:.’ 
recounted as history in this ,&ok;;‘are ‘> 



Sources of reference 

Very relevant and -specific to such problems is ‘The -Emerging Dimensions 
of India]< Management’ (3) by Prpfessor r?,. N. Agarwala of the University of 

_. ’ Al.lahabad, especially the chapter ‘The Management of Small Businesses in 
dr Xndia’. One paragraph in particular makes a point which production uriits 
&&‘f6reign adviCers ‘should consider Seriously: as many small Indian 
busin&‘$ses are badly managed, is it not part of the duty of productibn unit 
designers Y who in some way or ano-ther make use of such local businesses, 

;> i 

to help to educate them effectively in the techniques of good management? If 
a school equipment production unit, aided by for,eign furids and having 
valuable expertise, mcre1.y makes use of cottage ingustries and the like for 
,its main purpose (however valuable) but fail_szo alid their management (which 
it often could do relatively easily) it lays itself open to the same Charge. 
Moreover, this is truly short- sighted, for its main purpose will not be 
setied if the small industries on which-the continuanke of fhe project *till ~~ --.. - _ __ 
depend,, remain illefficient or go out. of business. 

- -I_. _. _ 
The disappearance rafti 7 

in India is liig,!l but the principle applies to all countries. Professor 
Agarwala says: 

‘It is, therefore, important to determin@he specific methods in 
which the management of small and tiny”business units of variou’s 
categories c.an be jmprovtd, and to make constructive endeavours 
to g&t tltose methods inserted into theirzworking practices. India 
has not had time or resources to do much+in this direction.. ..Tt has 
nevertheless made, and is making, some efforts, though they are 
frankly of a casual or coincidental natur,e. Even in-thecase of - ..-...i.._... 

small-scale industries, which are the proud and much- courted 
queens of this kingdom, such consideration as is given to manage- 
ment aspects is.oftep a by-product of && thought devoted to 
administrative, tec+ological or some other fDe of problems: 
Questions like the &lowing have to be directly faced &d answered: _ 
t-tow can a small- scale industrial entrepreneur manag&+.s en.terprise 
better? How can thq village &rtisan.or urban handicrafts-man. 
manage his cottage unit more satisfactorily? How can a small money- 
lender or road-transportation operator manage his affairs tiore 0 
efficiently? In all such cases, the immediate criterion of eff<ci,ency 
till have t6 be the profit made,from the business pursuit. Answers 
to such questions can only be given after careful case smdies, 
empirical survey.%, a priori deductions, discriminatory consultancy ’ 
projects , and trans-disciplinary researches, ip w,hich respect 
foreign experie?ces.and research techniques should;& .mc%tuseful. Z 

Thus a school science apparatus production unit is, -or should--be-,--mere- 
deeply concerned in the wider educational processes of &he country than it 
may, at first sight, realize. 

(1) (1) Ergonomics : Ergonomics : Man in l&z Working Env-ironmsnt (Murrell) Man in l&z Working Env-ironmsnt (Murrell) 
published by ,-Chapman published by ,-Chapman Hall Limited, 13 New Fetter Lank, 
London1,EC4P 4EE, E 

Hall Limited, 13 New Fetter Lank, 
Londonl,EC&P 4E%, Eng$nd. 

(2) Organization’ The&$ (ehitor Pugh”) .;*; i 
published by Penguin Bboks Limited, Harmondswo,rth, r, 

- ’ : Middlesex, England. j 

(2) Organization’ The&$ (ehitor Pugh”) .;*; i 
published by Penguin Bboks Limited, Harmondswo,rth, r, 

- ’ : Middlesex, England. j 

(3) T,he Emerging Dimensions of Indian Management _ 
published by Asia Publishing House, &&7 -Strand+ L-ondon 

/ 
:I 

WC2R OQU, Ensland. 
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-a . .,O. C. . . ~ -_ 
‘REFERENCE BOOKS ON THE USE OF STMPLE~-APPARATUS , ‘:,; )::,‘-‘- ,’ 

i* n . 
There are many booKwhich describe the use of common objects for ,’ ’ : 
teaching science. The cla__ssic, is the original UNESCO !Sou,r’ce B$k for = 
Science Teaching’ (1). (The new version uses less common materialfand$s ;/ --- \ 
at a-rather higher level of spphi%tication. *See photograph 40.) Such books 
usually include a lot of apparatus for teacher3to -cons-truct’for themselves. 
From such sources , production units can ‘get innumerable ;ideas.. The, jx$t 
such“c‘onstruction book series is the ‘Guidebook &o Constructing Inexpensive. < 
Science Teaching Equipment’ (2), with “separate volumes for .chemi&yi 
“physics and biology. Photograph .&l.shows a page from this. UNICEF’s 
apparatus catalogue (Guide-List EYE Science Revision(Z) > ‘includes ‘a 

, ‘.” 

’ resource materials kit (photograph 42) to help teachers dd such c’oustryction. 
- .__-~ -- -- ---II -__._ ~_- -&. --; - -------- 

Other -similar books are : ‘Making Elementary Science Apparatus’ (4); 
‘Experiments with Heat’ (-5, and others in the mimeographed se&es ,by’the Don 
Bosco technical school in the Philippines; aaserie’s: of leaftets from the Dryad 
Press on techniques ‘such -as ‘Makingt Papier Mache’ (6); tli&“cyCIostyled 
‘Elementary Economic EGeriments ,Pn Physics r(7),. which co’nta”i& dimensioned 
line drawings for secondary level modern science ‘apparatus ;; ‘books from the 
‘Science,5/%.3’ project in England, isuch as ‘Working wish Wood’ @); the 
Nuffield Junior Science Book on ‘Apparatus’ (9),t 5 the ‘Elementary Science .-, 
,Study Series’ (lo), shown in pho’to$aphs 4.4 and 47; books from the project ,’ 
on Elementary School Mathematicsiand Science of the..University of Illinois’ , 
...sucll as-..l-A,‘,~ai?:~~~~~~~~fiijn df c-gdgets and Gizmos! (il>,, . 

5 *’ 

Some other useful sources are:.’ ’ The Book of Exp‘eriments’ (12) t);pL-b- 
I-.eonard de Vries and ‘After-dinner Science’ (13) by X. M. Swezey -. these ’ 
both use domestic items for science.d&monstration~; e the”‘Junior Science 
.Source Book’ (14);&&he publications of Project Technology, which describe 
constructiions and children’s investigation& of them, mainly at secondary, 
level, such as ‘School Technology.Volume 1’ (15).’ Both the o’ld 
‘Demonstration Experiments i”n Physics!, which mayu be difficult, to obtain +. 7 
and its huge recent two volume replacement ‘Te-ac~hing-Science with Everyday 
Things’ (16) by Schmidt and Rockcastle, are valuable. 

*’ ~m,b’ 
I 

0 z Cl o 
Some textbooks and teachers’ guide books for aider or new science ” * * 

cour’ses are full of ideas for apparatus. In biology : ‘Simple Exp eriments i,n i’ ” 
Biology’ (17) by C. Bibby; in chemistry: “Gas Syringe Experiments-’ (18) ! . ’ 

by M. Rogers; and in int+egratedzscience : ‘Teaching*“Sclence to the 
,:J 

Ordinary Pupil’ (,19> by Laygo;” an& Bailey. “The new-English ,and US ’ \’ @ 
curriculum books in sciencesalso have useful, ideas on new apparams: * 4 .y 1) 
‘,_ s s 

_:. 
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Books for home experiients *by children sometimes provide model -- * 
approaches which w.ould be of interest to production unit designers{ and- . 
curriculum writers, Sometimes they also contain ideas for making or impro- - 
v-izing simple apparatus. The recently published ‘Technicians Manuals’ 
associated with .the Schools Council Integrated Science Project ‘Patternsi 
(23) scheme, provide a g.uide for-,-the laboratory technician on what appara- 
tus 1.s required and what can be made. A very useful small book on 
apparatus storage in schools is ‘Stor,age. of Apparatus’ by 0. M. Stepan (24). 

Source Book for Science Teaching r ” 
published by UNESCO, 7 place de Pontenoy, 75700 Paris , 
France, 

, 

Guidebdok to Constructing Inexpensive Science Teaching EquipmenV _ - -- ~- . _ ~_.~.__~ - ,- . - .-. -. -~ _ - . 

prepared by the Science Teaching Centre, University of 
Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA. 0 ’ _ 

ir D 
EVE Science Revision 
published by UNICEF, 866 United Nations Plaz~a, New York, * ’ / 
N.Y. 10017, USA. == - 

3, =0& 

Making Elementary Science Apparatus (Bowker and Hunt) . 

published by Thomas ,Nelson and Sons Limited, 36 Park Street, ’ 
London WlY 4DE, England. r * > 
Experiments with Heat. ‘, 
series prepared and mimeographed by the Don Bosco Technical 
School,, Pshilippines. _ ‘a 

Making P apie&M&hg ‘2 r* ’ 
R 

/ B , I 
series published by the’ Dryad Press Limited, Northgates, , 
Leicester, England. .I P- 

” 

Elementary Economic Experiments in Physics (MeLion) 
i 
:* 0 

available from the British Council; E .P . Q. , 10 Spring Gardens , 
London SWlA 2BN, England, ~ 

0 < 

Working with ,Wood 
I_ ~~~. .- 

published by Macdonalh Educational Limited, St Giles House, I 
49-50,Poland Street, London WlA,2LG, England. ~~--~ . 

__.. 

Nuffield Junior Science - Apparatus 
: 

’ ’ Y 
published by Wm. ColliRs Limited, 14.4 Cathedral’ Street, 3 
Glasgow G.4 ONB, Sc&land. - > . - 

I- 
Elementary Science Study Series . 
published by McGraw Hill, 1221 Avenue of the &+eTicas, 
New.York, N.Y. 10036, USA. a 

, 
.I’ 

Project on Elementary School Mathematics and Science , 
. avaiaable’from Booker T. ‘Washington School, 606 Ea.&Grove . ’ - 
Street, Champaign, Lllinois 61820, USA. . -.-,. 

s 

The Book of, Experiments (d&Vries) ~- : B 
published by John Murray Limited, 50. Albemdrle Street, ..-’ 
London WlX 4BD, England. u _. , n ” 

After-dinner Science (Swezey) a 
_ ( 0 

pub&lied by Xaye and Ward Limited+, 27--l&w Street, ., 
,Ju- 
. ._ _: , 

London EC2M 4NT, England. 0 
L * _ + ,. ; 

; 

-~ -- 387 ’ - :- 



‘-Tm-‘- Junior Sci-ence Sour.ce Book (Wastiedge) 
9 published by Wm. 5Collins Limited, 14.4 Cathedral Street, ,’ .:I _~ “: em. -. 

Glasgow G4 ONB, Scotland. * \ D 

O(l5) School Technology Volume 1 - ’ 

L 

published by English Universitie 
ys Llmlte; St paul’s r T ” 

. . 

‘. House, Warwick Lane, London EC4P 4AH, Engl&d. I 

(16) Demonstration Experiments in Physics (Sutton) and 
,,. Teaching Science with Everyday Things (Schmidt and * ; 

, Rockc,a+e) . 

published by McGraw Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, N.Y. 10036, USA. . , ., ’ 

* (17) 

(1W 

(19) 

(20) ; 
. .’ 

(21) 

(22) 

i (i3L 

(241 ' 

F' I 

WIDE-RA .NGE REFERENCE BOO& . 

Simple Experiments in Biology (Bidby) and 7 
._~~-- ~._ ~--_..~ - _.-_-_ ---..-- --” --- - 

Gas Sflnge Experiments (Rogers, Martin) 1 .’ 
_ . -* 
4 , 

both published by Heinemann Educational Books / ‘- 
48 Charles Street, London Wl& BAH’, England;,, ’ ‘. 

Teaching Science to the Ordinary Pupil 
published by the University of LondonPress Limited; St Paul’s ’ 
House, War,*& Lane, London EC4P 4AH, England. 

. 
The Foxfire Book c , 

published by Doubl:eday- and Company Incorporated, Garden . 
City; New York 11530, USA. .F I . 
The Last Complete Whole Earth Catalogue 
published by F enguin Books Limited, Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex, England, 

Survival Scrapbook (Szczelku& 
publish& by the Unicorn Bookshop, Brighton, Sussex, 
Englan . 5 

Q 

. . ~ , 

Patterns Technicians’ Manuals 
published by the Longman Group 
Essex, England., - 

, . \’ ’ 
, Burnt Mill, Harlow, , ___~-e 

a’ -~ -.:, _....- - _ _~ _- ;-’ -- -_-- 

I 
.Science ,Educa-t;ion, College 
England. 1’ 0 ,’ / 

,’ : * 
i ~ J’ 

,. 
, 

.‘, I. 
, 

Storage of Apparatus?Stepan) 
pubrished ‘by the Association for 
Lane; -Hatfield, Hertfqrdshire, 

I 

/ 
There are, of course, many written sources of information about apparatus 

j ~. 
%. 

production. A world- w>de listing of almost evgrything that is going on is; 
‘Report of, the Clearing -house on S cience~ a~d__Mathern~cs-Gur~~~~~~--17 -,- ; = 
Developments’ (free &interested institutions from ,the Science Teaching ’ 
Centre, University of Maryland, College Park, Maryland 20742, USA). 

, 
’ ‘. 

’ I This centre in Maryland contains most of the materials and many exam_eles of 
,A- apparatus from the projects listed. -.. There is a great deal of information in 

..- -. -__ 
, 

2: the Briefing Room, Djvison Oof Pre-University Science ti&d. Terhnology--- .m mi : -- 
’ 0 Education, UNESCO, Paris and in the libraries of UNESCO major field 

offices. 

A 

The British, Council has ,a display area at. its Curriculum Information 
) 

- 
Service (Education, 
Gardens, 

@formation and Research Department, $0 Spring- 
London S. W. 1, )where a ~wide range of apparatus and.,materiais 

, gram projects all o&r the world can be ‘seen. It ih&, for. example, many of j ! 
“. . . I ,’ ,I. ;o 9 ~__ -~ -~ 1 fL_._- ._- - - - 

; - )* i 39 
n ‘Lc : 
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- - - .~ + ,.-. 

the N C.ERT Indian kits + British Council’s ’ Science ‘Ed,ucation 
Newsletter’ (free to s .institutions from l’ocal British Council offices) 
* lists! and describes including apparatus 
production information. i’ I , .k. 

An excellent critical review ,and-appraisal of the?provision of teaching 
equipment to schools is ‘Problems’ of the Promotion and Production of 
*Teaching Materials in Developing countries’ edited by Edda Eisenlohr et al, 
and published by the German Foundation for International Development 
(DSE., 53 Bonn, Simrockstrasse, West Germany);. It, i,s the’wpcsrt 08 aA 
international conference in Th’ere is a$ri”ef but 
good analysis of production makers and book 
publishers, and a perceptive 
materials by&Iats G; -H&tin a ’ 
wide ‘range of world projects. + 

T 

REFERENCE’PEOPLE I 
.%$-A .._ . ...__._...,,., ,-- c 

a 
_ ‘i .‘.‘,“........,..... ..._.._, 

. ‘5 ,, 
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,,, 
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‘i 

There are.a number of more or le’ss single-person ,initiatives in apparatus 
design all over the, world. 

--- . 
These range from lnzdi+Zltial teachers working in 

their own school whose productions are not seen by a wider public unless, 
- perhaps in the pages of a local teachers’ journal, to people who have 
published their desigps in a book. The journals of the Association for - 
Science Education (1) in the UK, and the publications of the N,ational Science 
Teachers Association (2) of the USA are sources of the first type, An 
example of the second,type is R. F. Simpson’s ‘Simple Physics Apparatus’ 
(3) which shows a wide range of science teaching itemsmade up from’common- . 
hardware .store goods, such as pencils ,. magnif-ying glasses, electric iron 
elements and bodes. The’ items - some of whit are shown in photograph ii8 

. C.. _ make up a kit which can ‘be packed in a small,‘c s se: A similar example’ 
which uses simpler apparatus for an elementary level is BowFer and Hunt’s 

’ ‘Making Elementary Science Apparatus! (4). - 
, 
‘\ 

* e *’ L 
a ‘“CJ - 

- - .--~.. Irr-am.d*-.& supported--%ythe%riti~h33un~~~ and the M?~ry@+:~ :- 
Overseas Development; -R. M. Garratt in Colombia was (in, 1972) developing 
materials and apparatus- for schools of L,atin ,Ameri’can type.. Its aims wer 
to use locai resources to create adaptable materials\ which could be gradu 1 
built up in range a3 the needs became better, understood. 

ily 

, of apparatus and appropriate workjsheets; 
There are, -‘mod&es’ 

~~~ 1 ~~ 
, I - / 

. 

Other people who are creators ,, or repositories of information, in res ‘ect - 
of apparatus ideas exist all over the world. Just a few are: Mrs Dora 9 0 

Jamaica) is a source for Caribbean project.information. M.r Brian Steven of 
City College, Leeds, England, is an inventor of apparatus from fdomestic ‘, 
materials. Many people in *the Nuffield Science Teach?ng Plroject’(Ch&ea . 
C.ollege of Science and Technology,. Bridges Place London 
about new apparatus for British schemes. 14r Nor B 

S. W. 6.):know ‘,# 
a~ Lcwe, (97.Constarice ‘,: 

Road, Whitton; T&-ickenham’, Middlesex’, TW2 7HX,’ England), is a. source of 

: . ..‘... 
‘I 
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for.information on African science,&chemesi -The Division of Pre- 
University Science and Technology Education, UNESC,O,.Paris, is another ~: 
source.of information,.with twoindividuaks in particular,being Dr Nahum 
Joel and Mrs S;: Haggis. Keith W,&ren(The.Grange, Ripley, Derby, DE5 ' 
SFT,, Bngland)has undertaken several studies of apparatus use'and 
production, ‘from reviews and critiques to design studiesland inventions for 
village school science (unpublished)/ The best source for practical '. 
experience and design of production units is Mr Soren*Hdkansson (sometime 
Asia R,egional UNESCO Adv-ier on School Science Equipment, and now. at _ 
UNESCO headquartersin Paris). * 

I 
.I 

(1) Association for.Science Education, College Lane, Hatfield, . .I 
Hertfordshire,. England. . 1 .* " . 

~- x2> National. Scf:ence Teachers Assoc~at;i~~,~l~-~-~~S~e~~-,~-N~. WF-- 
.--cm 

Washingto$ D.C., 20036, USA. I * 
, 

* 
u 

. (3? Simple Physics Apparatus(Simpson) 
.,._-. . published by the Hong Kong University Book’Store, Hong Kong. 

(4) Making El ementary ScienceApparatus(Bowker and Hunt) :+r 
i + 

,. published by Thomas Nelson Limited, 36 Park Street,, London j 
WlY 4DE,,England. $ $ 

\ 

J 
, ’ 

, TOYS AS TEACHING APPARATUS $2, .” ” ’ 
., 

For young children, especiallypre-school,.p&y apparatus may be desirable. , 
for helping them to understand aspects.ti,of science through body movement 
and through acting-out their ~‘experiments’z A cdllection of such p&ay 
apparatus and malferials is in ‘UNICEF‘s Guide List [Pandora’ (1) which. 
gives guidance on the choice and use of such material and its place in the - 
child’s development. There arelists and guide lines applicable to children 
in four age ranges: under 1 year, lto3years,,3to6yearsand6tog', 
year.? old. Local resource material is stocked by UNICEF for supply to +_ 
group programmes. 

r 
/-- - 

.-~ A- =----~ _ _ _ _~ _~ ~~_ ~~~~~~ 
( _ ._ ___ ----A--- -~I-- - -I-- _-_ _... ~.- 

” ! Production units wishing to know what -materials are used in pre- school i L _ 
and early primary school'educationin European countries'and the USA can! 
consult catalogues of supply houses or of!shops,whicQ,dealin-these. A 
two-page list of basic items (such as paper, paint, scissors’,‘--p,+te) which’” .~ II 

_- .- _- .- --~ 
may be%sZZfor early mathXXt& e%perie&e is-available from Childsp~ay, 

0 , 11‘2 Tooting High Street, London S.W.17.; England.. , ( -' (., 
n P 

(1) : ,. Pandora Guide List 
a 

,5 i 

I published by UNICEF; 866 United Nations’ Plaza, New-York, ..~, 
.’ N.Y. 100_17, USA. cx 

*. . 
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. KITS OF,PLA3TI_C COMPbNENTS 
(’ I . 

i. 
--,._ _- 

,. G- :. ----._.. 
* .-. 

Kits come in many forms. They can be many-item coUe&io 
com@eteprimary sciencekit ofthe NCERT.- forteacherd ‘. 
@%&CVK k’t - * 1 1s for class useLandis for a limited snbject. ' 
coLlection*~ but still referred to as %its(.ar_e more Limit 
instance, parts of a single device which is to be a,ssemble 

:7 
" *q , .~~~... .._. ---~---,..~~ -- 
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.- 
of simple things for use;by an individual child; or even a set of .blocks form 
pre-school or primary school experience. I 

The sets of ‘new maths* equipment fdr?primary level are fairly simple to 
manufacture, because they are plain designs. They can be con.ce$ved in -_ 
plastic, as can many ,of the comppnerits of science kits. Once machines are 
obtained, the facility with which many items may be made rapidly. by plas$ic’ 
injection or vacuum- forming techniques_ should almost make .their use oblig- + _ 
atory in teaching apparatus produc-tion units. : kowever, making moulds and. . 
dies is skilled work, and technicians need proper training; only a skilled 
machinist could make the brass and steel injection dies for the plastic ,nuts 
and bolts kit shown in photograph 46. A high degree of skill is ,also)eeded- 
to achieve the necessary;accuracy to make the Centicubes in.photograph 45 
clip together-properly - a skill-probably beyond the-range--of most productron 
units outSide Europe, Japan and the USA. ” - * 

. 

‘ %Pt It is quite possible that European “firms would be willing to give‘advice, @ 
-. 

training or other aid T ,A helpful and informative sourceLof. advice on such 
’ matters is the Educational Division of Invicta Plastics (Oadby, Leicester, 

England). This #irm, the largest of its type in Europe, markets in.all 
continapfs and has a philosophy concerning local production, apparatus,, I 
input from foreign’sources, and. aspects of bilateral aid, which makes it 

P important for any pra~j:!c~tion unit proposing to. use plastics to get in touch 
with them. 

I 
t 

Mr.‘.l,Iakansson) who has helped production units in South -East Asia to 
get plastics production of science tea?hing apparatus started’, has Written 
‘Use of Plastics and Other Techniques for Production of Low-costScience -. 
and.Mathematics Equipment for Schools’. This was ‘a document at the ’ - . 
RECSAM workshop of October 3 - 12, 1973, reference: ,SEAMEO/DSE/. V 
PLCTM/7. t . 
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KITS OF SCLENCE APPARATUS 
_ 

,_._ ~~. ..-.-. i__.__~_. _~ -~--_ _ _-__ __ _ .--. - ~---. . ..-- _.- .-.-. -- __--- \ ._~_..~. -‘Y-.., ~~ 

M a\cala&er Scientific Company, (.Rouie’lll, a.nh’,I$verett Turnpike, Nashua, 
New IIampshir’e, USA) have produced kits of physics items for, student , 

as’sembly. The materials are’unpainted and unfinished where ‘finish’ is . 
unfmportant ; for example, the bases of items are often raw&hipboard. aNuts ~.- . 
and- bo’lts, and so on, 

_--- ~.- 
I are supplied in envelopes and there are assembly Lans. G 

There may have been some consumer-reaction against their somewhat*c de 
appearance, but the items generally worked well and, covered s&e v ry 
sophisiticated physics. Many of the items were designed for the PS C ‘ 
course of the USA. They are worth study as a possible model for a 

(1 production unit which can make and pack the,items but has to leave their- -~ 
assembly, tith its intricate processes, to teachers or ‘even to pupils. 

Some Japanese firms make small kits of parts for assembly into physics -. 
apparatus - such as electric motors and bells;‘;-b?lances and pumps;---,Ther.e. .;. + 

?I---. -..__ 

are similar kits of lenses, rulers, screens, for a range of, experiments on /, i 
the .topic of Light, and other ‘experimental” assemblies. These, kits we&e . ..; 

. easily available in England and the US until,,a short tihile ago ,, ‘but seem to, ’ . . *, 
have disappeared- pS. (UNICEF headquartersTNew<York k -- now 
the Japanese.manufacturer). They are well worth study and pqssibly some! 
kind “of imitation’. Some dare sh.own, with *$nstruct~on.sheets, rn photographs 

l , . .� 
-1. 

i2 , 
$7 . 
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. ‘- 
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h L9 - 55. Much of the Itmaterial is injection-mou3 ed plastic ‘or 5 

plate* . - . - _ They are flimsy and look like’toys, but they are a&&$ 
dimensioned for exact fit and were astonishingly cheap. 
rises in plas?c prices, plastic construction is still an attrac 
tion for production’ units, since the,duantity of plastic 
(for example the weight of all the p-L&tic pasts, of the 
graph 54 is less than 50 grammes)‘- though.it would be 
than to produce them. E 

J‘ h ‘, , 
Y 

Kits of this sort are often not created to &erve a pa&ticul 

i 
r curriculum.1 , 

Probably kits can be designed Ghich pill be pleasurable ai a kind of inform- 
ative toy, game or hobby, and also serve a teaching purpose in schools~ A* 
production unit making small kits might consider this dual role for their 
product. As well as increasing the education of middle-class children by 
providing a kind of homework which can be presented as a gift, iit &I-L also 
be a way of widening the market and perhaps subsidizing other. aspects of 
the unit’s production. * 

‘ 

The importance of having adequate .guidance (for teacher orpupils) in the ‘ 
form of ‘software’ acco-mpanying science apparatus was. urged ai! a RECSAM m’ 
conference.inzOctober 1973. It was pointed out-that it i++ueheas-+er to--- 

T--r provide software for ki-ts than for individual items because the writers know + 
the total set ,of materials with which the teacher will be tiorking. Book,&& 

and this is in itself at&act-! accompanying kits are also usually fairly small, ’ 
,i.ve to teachers who often feel daunted by a bulky book. UNICEF’s EVE ,. 
catalogue (see photograph 431, for ‘example, presents many problems to 
teiachers selecting apparatus for themselves. It is arranged in alphabetical 
order @L English. (In.French and in Spanish the order remains the same, ,. 
which makes the list un-alphabetical.) In any case, an alphabetical arrange- <-c’ 
ment makes selection of items for a particular science topic rather difficult, 
despite the guidance and notes provided for the items. UNICEF is publishing 
a teacher’s gu?de ‘Using Science Apparatus’, which attemp.ts to meet this 
difficulty by describfng a typical use of each of ,the EVE items, collected * 
undier to@cs - but..thi.smakes a~very-large-b+&------ -m:T-Y--..-L:--: --m-‘~:- -’ ------ ’ 

/’ ,‘). 2 
Software should be in the appropriate local language.. In the case of a, 

sin@,le ‘l‘arge book, translation-becomes a,$ong- term job.. IT, ‘however, it can ‘+ 

. 
Any large, ‘one shot’ 

\4. 

As a model for software, the FUNBEC .booklkts are very good, and the ,’ 
sheets accompanying the other kits reviewed here are useful. The NCERT 
software (of which there are several versions and types) is more an example 
of the single-book type, since the kits are large and xtensive. 

6 
.One reasoq 

for this - which will be of interestto other production units - is that distri- 
bution in’India is a major problem, so kits‘produced i”n’a timed series ,would * 
present additional difficulties. , 

41 
‘ * ./ . . 

The American ‘Elementary 
of pupils’ kits, teachers’ kits, 
problem cards, and film loops, 

-- .I 

I. 43 
,t 1. ’ / 

i 
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Sources of reference 
I 

@ . 
, . , 

/ 
i 

60 main unit tities, su’ch as: 
c 

Bones, Ga,scd and Airs, Grotijng- Seeds. .- 
Whistles and Strings, Clay Boats, Match and Measure, Primary 
Balancing, and Ppnd Water. A,unit -IS .designed to be used for an average 
of six-~beeks. S;qme examples of these kits in use are sho$-n in photographs .- 
‘44 and 47. Th&riociple might>,well be imitated by production units. 

There are sever& somewhat-similar:mini- science kits arpund the-world. 
In England the Precision Jigs Company Limited, (79 Cateeham Avenue, Ilfo,+l’, 
Essex) make nine types.of kit for PlPctricity experiments (with instruction&l 
leaflets). They use simple materials and are easily built up and used #b-$ 
English 12-year-olds. Photographs 56 and 57 show examples. Also”% 
England, thy Advisory Centre for Education (ACE) of 32 Trmnp,in$ton Street, 
Cambridge, produce+ %its and packs called ‘Things of s&en=@. SOme are as 
simple as an instruction sheet$or a’game, with a little .,., p-&k of nuts or seeds 

, for play (photograph 1,s). Others may be as ~~mpl’ex~ <s, a 20-piece geological 
collection with plastic magnifier and some--@hipment for testing samples, or 
a ‘research pack’ for i&+stigating tti& pollution of streams (photograph’s 59 
and 60). All of them ,conhain .interesting instructiorial material well-desigaed 
for children. 

kits is that produced in Brazil, (in. 
Brasi’liera paro o ’ . -. 

Caixa Postal 2921, San _paulo,- ’ _ 
e Industrial (Caixa Postal 
in a pocket-sized box con- 

taining apparatus., usually fairly sim 
if 
le but often capable oflbeing used in 

quite an advanced way (photograph 5 ). Each kit is associated with the I 
work of a sci+.entist, for example ‘Newton and the Law,s of Movement’, J 4 
‘Benjamin Franklin and Static Electricity’,;, ‘W. H. Carothers and Nylon’. . 
Each has a booklet of some 20 pages cofitaining constructional information 
and questions .- There are plenty of photographs, small but clear, and 

-t several diagrams. There are three volumes of text, provided sepaqstely. 

I 
Not only each kit with its text, but the-whole system, evidences a cr’$aG 
imagination allied to-careful design. 

, deserves widespread popularity. ‘- 
It is all interesting and lively, 

*i 
8 _ 

_* 

KITS FOR TECHNICAL STUDIES 
R . 

Kits of apparatus f& secondary leirel fechnical studies are pro.dtic’idiby e 
Griffin and Gedrge Limited, iii Englan’d. Tn the form in which this fim” . 

.,, ,; 

markets them they are extensive, 
of schools in poor countries. 

and thefore Costly relative ,to $e budget 
However, the Concept And the speci‘fic ideas -2 ‘. 

are well worth study by any,production unit concerned with dtisigning appa- 
ratus, and possibly kits, -fat a country which wants some of. its SC?IO+ 

leavers to have had, some practical tqchnological experience. T&here are 
i kits on Homecraft, Detergents, Humar)‘,Mechanics, Dyeing, Cos&!tic,s, a@ ‘. ” ’ 

silhilar topics useful to home-maker s ; i and there are science kits,. such as a : 
. . . 

. . 
IL 

those on Microscopy, Crystals and CoJ,our .iklFture. j 
.I - 

\ 
Produc,tion yriits supplying not only \he convegti$al type’of academic -: 

school buP?a$i6.‘thos$’ ‘$15 technical biaSes, or even \;‘oc,al!ionql schools, w-ill * 
also find th& ‘Griffin technical 
various “ways. Some of these are: ’ 

,, Casting Kit, Paper Kit, Fibres Fit, 
Flow Kit, Surfaces Kit, Corrqs$on 

,I/ . ,I ,1 

: ,~ 44y * Q 
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_I Eqkipment ‘- 
: -/ ,-.--- 

(11 Griffin and George Limited, Ealing Road, Alperton, Wembley, .- ’ .-:-l 
Middlesex, England. ~ 

: 

MINI-SCSENCE AND OVERHEAD PROJECTORS : 

. 

There are not many schools in the world wit&overhead projectors--Atleast __- 
not at primary and lower secondary level. However, production units might 
find much of interest (because the techniques are suggestive for different ’ 
applications)-& the ‘Tested Overh~ead Projection Series’ of’%nia;ll- scale 

, 

chemistry experiments for overhead projection, using small quantities of,+ 
chemicals and reagents in small square- section transparenttubes. There ’ 
is a kit and a guide full of diagrams and expe.rfments. The”address is-- ,, - -- 
TOPS, .Hubert N. Alyea, 337 Harrison Street, Psnceton 08540, . 
Massachusetts, USA.’ ‘-J..+ , / :: \ * 

/’ I 
0’ , 0.r’ 

UNICEF; SCHOOL SClENCE SUPPLIES 
1 

The Ufii%e.d Nations Children’s bund (UNICEF) stocks and supplies a wide 1 ;I 

range of materials within the field: of education, agriculture, health and j 
child .care. The items are available to UN agencies. The’y are catalogugd in,“‘i 
some seventeen lists, including vocational! training materials and tools, 
audio-;risua-1 equipment> &ho&subj ec i items; and agrtiultural imp1ements.P ’ 

A revision of the science teaching sections of one of.the Guide Lists 
(EVE Science Revision: 
UNESCO. 

OSU -600a) has been u&e?!t&&n’in conjunction with 
This provides a wide range of apparatus consisting of: g I .: .,. 

. 

--j ( 1) - -P rimary’ Sc&nce and Matkematics (93 items) 
‘; (2) Tools for the Primary’ Science Workshop (15 items) 
’ (3) Secondary Science : Biology; Chemistry and,,,,Physics .(i?? items) ,“I - 
(41 Tools for the Secqndary Science Workshop (32 items) ‘)-..: ’ 
(5) 
(6) 

Chemicals and Reagents for Secondary Science (160 items) __ 
Curriculum Development Equtpment for Teacher Training 
Institutions : Biology, Chemistry and Physics (76 items) - , ,; 

The items are listed as fairly detailed specifications, genetially in a’ form ’ 
sui’ able 
ref ,rence list of basic standard items and chemical&, with detai1ed”note.s on t; fe 

for commercial. tendering-purposes. Thus they form a good 
.- 

many aspects of their selection for schoo)s. ./ ,’ 
, 

A supplement (‘Illustrations of Science Teachingmratu 

f 

and ,‘,. 
Equipment”., available from UNICEF’ as OS’-6000 Supplement 1) provides ” \ 
line diagrams of all items except tools. Examples from the EVE catalogue 
are shown inphotographs 42 and 4.3. ’ . I j 

u 

The items have been carefully “seiected to cover most science teaching 
: i requirements except those that are highly_sophist~~~-~~~t?nsive’; 

Items shown bypseti-ous ,. 
been odeed. 

experience to be: too breakable in transit gq+e also 
.- I 

____ --A-- pi ,-~ - .--- 
- ‘ 

The main Ii&s: ( 3 h 
I . 

. ,-. a s 
vafious levels ; 

ow suggested quantities per s&oolstream@t-the--- 
(pj indioate an ‘economy’ selection of the most ‘I 

. item;; 
wks- 

(c) show w,hich laboratory (biology, etc.) each item is neede 
; : ‘\ I 

I r: %i 45 -’ ;y’;, ’ ,;, !, 

. I 
,,.;,;.+jq - , I”’ ” ’ 

. .,,.p~ _ L . 
;1?9, , _I 

I 3.:; 
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Sources of referenqe . 
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\ 

(‘d) indicate by notes‘fbeside‘entries ancillary apparatus wh&~wil~ be needed, 
&what the item is for and similar helpful iriformation ; and (e) give the 
UNICEF price. 

.‘? i 
: \ . * 

. 
,* Introductqry page?, provide,guidance to field officers on estimating . , 

requirementsL new’ attitudes in science teach&g L theuse of local resource _ 
materials and tools ,‘: curricular developments, and so on. 

, --_- 
t 

ql ,‘, 
u’NiuTC~El?‘s practicejof buying for the Copenhagen @rehouse (mIPA-C)%n 

large quantities from actual manufacturers is reflected in appreciablylow>r ” 
prices for a given quality than.those of commercial apparatus ‘supply houses. 
Other advantages are the UNESCO surveillance of ,the items,, single-source, . 
supply of wide range, easy control of delivery dates, ready access to spares 
and replacements, and’ suitability of the items to the situation in developing 
countries. I :: * 

I ,k 
A Teacher’s Guide to the EVE items, ‘Using Science Apparatus’ is being ’ 

published by UNICEF;! covesing‘use of the items, maintenance, repair and? 
I the supplementing of. them from, local resources. ’ 

I - , 5’ 
. . 

UNICEF SUPPORT F’OR WRITTNG AND PIJBLICATION OF BOOKS’ .’ 
3 ,’ L 

Requests may be m:de for the support oflooal schemei’to.write or to trans- 
and to publish, print, aQd o$tain supplies of paper in 

with such ,schemes. 

“Y? 
.‘! 

* 

USEFUL ADDRESSES - 
/ 

J 8:’ I i : 
a; 

United,‘Nations Children’s Funi (UNICEF) I 

i lJ+i$d Nations Plaza, New York; N.Y.10017, USA. .a 
I” _- 

Regional Centre for Education in Sci’ehce and Mathematics (RECSAM) ‘\ . 
c/o Malayan, Teachers’ College; Penang, Malaysia. - (established under ‘/ L. 
the South-East’ Asian,Ministers -of&Education Organization). .( / 

Regional’ Centre for Educational Innovation and, Technology (INNOTECH) .’ 

. 
,-i 

:P. 0. Box 3049, Saigon, Republic of Vietnam. - (established under the---L’- 
1 South- East Asian Ministers of Education Organiztition). * -- 

._ i n 

- IScience Education Progr ‘;&me of Africa (SEPA) , . ’ ,, ’ 
i~/O ‘. 0. Box M-188, Accra, Ghana. 

i 1 

National Council. for Educational Reseazch and Training (FJkRT)- .‘-.: 4 .SA:‘ ‘>~ ” 
Sri, Aurobindo Marg, New Delhi-$6, India. ~ ‘+ ’ ‘, 

-4 
. 1 .I\ j.., 

? Institute for the PromoQon:of Teaching of 2ciencesand Techr;blbgi (&T&T) ‘,,> : 
Fro Physics, Building, . Chulalongkorn University, ‘Bmgkok, Thii+$. ,\; ’ 

._ \ 
.i!. 

; 

-~~ ~-~~~~~G~~~ndationfor -In~ternatiohal DeveI,opment (:DSIj) p : . ;*: ‘,, /,; ,, j 

,53, Bonn, .Sim~ockstrass&;+Jes~ GFlmany. , ( ; 

a’~ ,.J 
;, 1” y ,,’ ,,’ .+!,*. 

, D I. 

UNESCO, 7 place’de Fontenoy, 75700 P’s, France. ’ - 
‘.I 6 ,: 

,, : 
1 \ \. / .’ 

‘% 

--~ 

/ * ’ : * ) .>, :: 
.,. 
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-4: Useful addresses. : 
I 

‘\ 
.L ’ 

UNESCO Regional Offices 
I ’ 

g 

\ 
UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Latin’ America and the 

. 
” . 

Caribbean, P . 0. Box 3187, Santiago, Chile. I \ 
,F 

. UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Asia, P. 0. Box 1425, 
: I 
\ 

Bangkok 11, .Thailand. ’ i _’ 
-. 

UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Africa, B.P. 3311, Damr, 
Senegal. 

UNESCO Regional Office for Education in the Arab States, B.P, 52’44, 
Beirut, Lebanon. . 

I--:. 
UNESCO Regional Office for Science and Technology in “Africa,. P. 0. 
Box 30592, Nairobi, ,Kenya. ’ .! 

UNESCQ Regional Office for Science and Techhology in Lati?i,America, 
1320 Bulevar,Artigas, P. 0. Box 859, Mbntevideo, U$?ugua+=~ i 

. * 
UNESCO Regiona: Office for Science-and Technology in the Arab States, 

i 

8 Sh. El Salamlik, Gardent City., Cairo, Arab Republic of Egypt. 
1’ ,’ ’ 

” 

UNESCO Regional Office for Science; and Technology in South and - 
Central Asia, U*NESCO House, 40B Lodhi Estate, New Delhi 3, India. 

b ‘..+, 

U, ESCO’ Regional Office for Science and Technology in South-East Asia, a 
‘c 

U . N . Building, 2nd Floor, Jalam Thamrin 14, 273/JXT Tromolpos, 
Jakarta, Indonesia. 

‘..- 
. . 

I*, 0 

The British Council, 10 Spring Gardens, Lon’don, SWlA 2BN. (Addres’ses’ 
of, Overseas offices can be obtained from the British Council’s Information 
Department at%I Spring Gardens.) ‘/ 

. 
~ 
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i’ 4$.&Bengal villag? school--typic; 
.r,: 6f s!iiia4’i,pn in which many children 
““’ in the world are taught, and into 

I which teaching apparatus,:must fit 

inke.r’s tools-an 
repair.facili$es in 

7 A kit can be in a’bdx which 
es as a storecupboard for the 

items ili the classroom . 

4 

I 
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Science Education Project in Africa 

16 Ba’mbo&nd rope make an 
exciting tower’, , 

j: I 

17 ,\Seeing the world,from a moving 
system 

18 Sample page from the-Teachers’ 
Guide a 

B 

a 

J .I 

, .; 

I 

-._.-_ 

‘,i 
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_A J: 
.’ 1. 

Or they put several tjns in one 

spot. 
. 

As your pupils place the tins of,sand at different psrts of the,ir houses. they 

lay much attention to tihat.is hq 
--. .;.:. 

crasser. the grasp will bend in a certain way. To’prevent it from breaking, 

usually add many more pieces of grass. Encourage them to be more methoc 

nrtance, sometimes dhen pupils hang a tin on their house, it bends in certai 

lants in one direction, or even tips the whole house over.,ln the following illlstration, 

:onsider the solid lines only. 
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Let us find out 
NCEET, Inclla. 

Take a bvck. Llrt IL up. tn your Fand. you 41 
-. ,- 

fin,, that IL IS quite heavy. Noti take a short 19 th 20 Iter-nk from the primary 
plank, pbc ,tder another bnck ?s shown. ’ Put science ltit 0 1 
the first brick on one end of t’hc plank as shown. 

; 

No,., press down the free en,d of the plank. Is It 

hard co Ilfc the brick or Is It easy ? 21 A page of pupil’s iext 

The see-saw on which you may have played, is a 

lever. Somerjmes you may have been able to lift 

a boy or a girl much heavwr than yourself on 

hhe see-raw. 

How did you do char ! 

Go out to rhc field Selecr a large rock which you 

c.annot easily lift. Take a Ion plank and push one 

end towards the rock. Plac 5 another small stow 

below the plank as shown. Now press down at 

the free end of the plank Can you move the rock 

easily ? 
/ 

With this lever you were able to app yori chc 

*d -rock a large force which could move II. ou could 
not do this wlrh bare hands. The lever did not do 

any work itself. It only helped you to do the 
work more easily. I 

‘ih e pan-balance Is another example of a lever. II 

Is used for. welghlng maoy things. such as corn 

pulses. rlcc and .whear. 

HOW do you buy kerosene and milk ! Do you “bu) 

It by wcighE,,?.C-?n you buy a kdo of keroicnc 
No, kcroscnet&soid uy volume 

What Is volume ! 

Let us find out 

Take an empty kerosene bottle. Fill.it with waxer 

t,o the top. How much water have you ln the 
bottle ? How can you find out ! 

21 
----. 
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26 Some papier-m5ch8 models and,/ / L. 
line-cut blocks from Khmer J’ . 

‘.., 

27 Exa’mplks of science te,aching 
appa,ratus fr;otti &Jalaysia 

,’ 
28 Some secondary apparatus, 
IPTST Programme, Bangkok 

s 

29 Elementary science kit designed . 
for Thailand 



FORCES PHASE IllA 

NO. 33 
\ 

, 

LET’S FIND OUT HOW TO USE A PULLEY 

ORGANIZATION 

You will need:’ L 

0 1 ball of string. 
l 10 small cartons, chalk boxes or plastic bags of sand (loads). 
0 10 pulleys. ’ ! , 

Do this: ’ ,i: -I 

Group leaders co;l‘ect 3 met& (16f’t) of striqg.and bag or carton, of sand. 1. 

2. Tell the children to tie the load to the string and pull the load to a hew position on 
their desks. b 

3. Give the children this’problem. ” See if you can find a way to move the load away from). 
you by pulling the string”. (This can be done if a pencil is held byanother child at one 

’ end of the desk and the string p&,sed around the pencil.) 

4. Ask successful groups to show how they managed, : 

5. Give out a pulley to each group. Tell the children to use+ the pulley instead of the 
pencil and try again. 

6. See if the children can suggest a way of lifting the load above their heads using the 
‘f string and pulley. 

Tie the pulleys to a beam across the classroom, and tell thechildren to pull up their 
loads using these. ‘I - 

’ 
Tell the children to mak’e a record of what they have done in- their nc ote boo 

$- 
s A 

drawing will be sufficient. 
9 

4 

30’ A’.sample workcard from the 

‘ I 
Papua ;New Guinea Primary Scienc 
project / . . 

! 
/ 11 

I j. .‘. 

! 0 ‘. .j. 
i ,, ,,I 



31 Some seco(dary apparatus, 
IPTST programme, Bangkok I 

32 Equipment largely for the traip- 
ing of technicians, Bangkok - prior 
to IPTST 

, - . 
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FOTOMETRIA 

I PROYECTOR OE AUJMINIO 

2 LAMlNA CO+4 ORiFlClOS 

3 LAMPflRA GOW 

4 EA$E PORTA‘AMPARAS 

5 ELO’WES OE PAAAFINA 
7 

6 HOJA DE A~JJMINIO 

7 CAJA OE>,CARTON ’ 

E TUB0 OE CPRTON 

3 LAMBIRA DE FILAMENT0 RECTO 

‘10 PORTALAMPARAS MAOERA 

II REGLA 

12_ REGLILLA BE 5Och -3-, 

,I3 REGULA DE so cm I 
14 ENCHUFE TRES ViAS I 
Is CARTULINA NEGRA I 

3 6 PAPEL MILIMETRAOO 
7 D,APOSlT,“AS 

I 

B ALFILERES 

3 HOJA DE AFEITAR 

,20 ROLL0 OE CINTA NEGRA 

33 A -Sad Paulo project kit ,’ 

34 & 35 Dimensional drawings 
from Costa Rica 
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39’ Dimensional drawing’from r 
‘Nuffield Apparatus Guide’ 

40 Example from the UNESCO,- 
2 

a, 
‘Source Book’ 

I 

41’ Example from ‘Guidebook to 
Constructing inexpensive science 
teaching equipment’ _ :/ 

! ’ : ,. 
. > 
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i * > sz 
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42 Resuun~,E I -nllrpn Taterials kit, ‘EVE’, 
d .-_ catalocwe -- .’ ,. -*. - 

/’ . 
I 
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Japanese plastic mini science kits 
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